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Abstract 
 

North Korea’s nuclear program and the complete denuclearisation of the Korean 

Peninsula have been one of the biggest challenges in the history of denuclearisation 

negotiations. The Trump administration appeared to have been improving the 

relationship with North Korea and making a dramatic progress on the denuclearisation 

process through multiple high-level visits and meaningful summits however, his 

accomplishment has become on the verge of collapse again, just as other previous 

administrations had undergone. One critical component of the nuclear negotiation with 

North Korea is the role of the US and the US diplomacy, alongside with various 

multilateral initiatives and cooperation. Using the US diplomatic framework of coercive 

diplomacy, this paper seeks to understand the major causes of failure of the US 

diplomacy during the Obama administration and the negotiation with North Korea in 

particular. The findings suggest that the strength of motivation and the sense of urgency 

of negotiating countries one of key factors that facilitates the negotiation process. The 

findings also suggest that international community, particularly the regional actors plays 

an increasingly important role during the negotiation process and thus needs to be 

actively facilitated in negotiations over North Korea's nuclear weapons program. 

Analysing the previous administration’s negotiation process, this study is expected to 

provide an insightful lesson for the Trump administration. 
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Korea, Obama 
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Chapter I. Introduction 
 

1. Background of the Research 
 

The most memorable meeting between two national leaders were made in 

Singapore on June 12, 2018. This historical summit between the US president Donald J. 

Trump and Kim Jong Un from North Korea was first-ever meeting between the leaders 

of two countries in history. As the summit ended with a great success, the world had a 

great expectation on the future progress, especially on denuclearisation of North Korea 

with a warming US-North Korean relationship. However, the process did not turn out as 

substantive as the world hoped for, mostly due to the discrepancy in the meaning of terms 

on joint statement and the sequence and pace of the denuclearisation process. Today, the 

nuclear negotiation with North Korea is again, at an impasse and the Trump 

administration’s foreign policy toward North Korea seems not as effective to break the 

deadlock. 

 

Though the nuclear talk with North Korea is in deadlock again this time, there is a 

successful precedent of the US diplomacy on the nuclear issue, during the Obama 

administration. The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) reached in Vienna in 

2015, between Iran and the ‘P5+1’ (the five permanent members of the United Nations 

Security Council- the United States, the United Kingdom, France, China, Russia- plus 

Germany) is one of Obama’s crowning diplomatic achievements that is upheld by many 

scholars and policymakers. The Obama administration’s foreign policy strategy so-
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called ‘coercive diplomacy’ had contributed to create a highly favourable diplomatic 

progress not only with Iran but also with a number of US’s longstanding adversaries such 

as Myanmar and Cuba. However, North Korea was exceptional. Obama’s coercive 

diplomacy with the strategy of ‘strategic patience’ did not address any meaningful 

outcome on the US-North Korean nuclear talks. 

 

While a handful of scholars have analysed the strengths of the Obama 

administration’s coercive diplomacy and its contribution on Iran deal, little attention has 

been given to a question: why was Obama administration’s coercive diplomacy and 

strategic patience successful in reaching nuclear deal with Iran but did not address any 

meaningful progress with North Korea?, despite a number of similar conditions and 

characteristics shared between Iran and North Korea- states possessing nuclear weapons; 

potential sponsors of terrorism; and states seek to strengthen national security through 

nuclear deterrence.1 Therefore, this paper seeks to find the answer to the question by 

analysing both negotiation process, using Alexander L. George’s theoretical framework 

of ‘coercive diplomacy’. Throughout the research, it is desirable to create profound 

implications on developing future US non-proliferation strategy while breaking the 

current impasse between US and North Korea. 

 

 
1 See, for example, Hwang, Jihwan. (2016). "The Iranian Nuclear Deal and the North Korean 
Nuclear Problem: Obama’s Engagement Diplomacy on Enemies and the Korean Unification”, 한
국과 국제정치, 32(1): 51-73. 
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2. Research Purpose and Objectives  
 
The purpose of this study is to understand the major causes that led the US 

diplomacy unsuccessful when it comes to the nuclear negotiation with North Korea. The 

situation that Obama could not address any positive diplomatic progress with North 

Korea, while created a substantial progress with other US adversaries such as Cuba and 

Myanmar, is peculiar and thus well worth a careful study. In particular, it is worth paying 

attention to comparing the nuclear negotiation with Iran and North Korea, considering 

the US created a positive result from the negotiation only with one of the two, despite 

both of these countries have always been the major targets for denuclearisation in the US 

history.  

 

The decisive factors contributed to the nuclear negotiation can be derived from 

either internal factor such as domestic situations of the target countries or external factor 

such as the relationships between the countries that directly involved or the influence 

from third parties who are concerned with the issue. Here, this study adopts a theoretical 

framework that mostly concerns the external factors, focusing on the negotiation 

strategies, assuming that the causes of failure would stem from the US diplomatic 

strategy and the process itself rather than from the influence of domestic situations of 

the target countries. This study is also expected to create some fruitful implications for 

the current administration and the repetitive deadlock situation as the Trump 

administration relatively continues implementing similar coercive diplomacy strategies 

but with more hawkish attitude and rigid requirements and demands. As much as this 
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study focuses on the US diplomatic strategy that has been continuing from the previous 

Obama administration, the research outcomes such as success or failure factors of the 

US diplomacy are expected to provide a lesson to the Trump administration when 

creating a new roadmap for the next negotiation with North Korea. 

 
3. Thesis Structure  

This thesis is structured in the following order. Firstly, I provide the main purpose 

and objective of this research before critically analysing theoretical framework in the 

following section. In Chapter 2, I review Alexander L. George’s theory of ‘coercive 

diplomacy’ in order to understand how and why some coercive strategies were selected 

in use during the nuclear negotiations and to understand the major conditions that have 

made the strategy effective. Then, the general Obama Doctrine as well as the US security 

strategy agendas, in particular, on Iran and North Korea are presented to see how 

different the security agendas as well as the policy priorities are with these two. In 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, there will be analyses of diplomatic contention between the 

Obama administration and Iran and North Korea respectively over their nuclear 

programs. Here, I analyse interpreting observations through the framework of coercive 

diplomacy and see the key factors and major events that derived the negotiation to 

success or fail. In Chapter 5, I present a comparative analysis, particularly using two 

selected variables from coercive diplomacy framework that arguably determined the 

success or failure of the negotiation. In Chapter 6, I summarise the key findings and 

discuss its implications to current situation with Trump administration, and then identify 

some limitations. 
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Chapter II. Literature Review 
 
 

The Obama administration’s major foreign policy strategy used in both nuclear 

negotiations with Iran and North Korea can be classified as what Alexander L. George 

theorised as coercive diplomacy. The US has utilised various forms of non-military 

inducements and punishments to achieve behavioural changes of both countries that 

serve the US interests that is, one of the most distinct features of the coercive diplomacy. 

Thus, in this chapter, the concept and theory of coercive diplomacy will be reviewed first 

in order to understand the logic of the theory and the Obama administration’s major 

diplomatic strategy in detail. Then, the major intakes of the Obama Doctrine as well as 

his major policy agendas and priorities towards Iran and North Korea will be analysed 

respectively. 

 
1. Theoretical Framework: Coercive Diplomacy Theory  

1) Concept of Strategic Coercion and Theory of Coercive Diplomacy 

This research proceeds using the theoretical framework of coercive diplomacy as a 

major tool for analysis, which is originally derived from the concept of strategic coercion. 

Strategic coercion is a type of strategy that deliberately uses coercions and various means 

of threats to influence one’s strategic behaviours or choice2. Some subordinate concepts 

originated from the concept of strategic coercion are compellence, coercive diplomacy, 

deterrence, and blackmail. Alexander L. George is one of few scholars who has 

 
2  Lawrence Freedman, Strategic Coercion: Concepts and Cases (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1998), 15. 
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developed the concept of strategic coercion into a theoretical framework. He defines 

coercive diplomacy as “defensive uses of the strategy-that is, efforts to persuade an 

opponent to stop and/or undo an action he is already embarked upon.”3 George, while 

sharing some similarities with the concept of both deterrence and compellence, 

emphasises the differences between coercive diplomacy model and the concept of 

deterrence or compellence, which are also sub-concepts of coercion. Firstly, coercive 

diplomacy is distinguished from the concept of deterrence. Though the logic of both 

deterrence and coercive diplomacy is to modify behaviours of adversaries using either 

persuasive inducements or punitive threats for non-compliance, deterrence is a type of 

coercion that can be applied only when the adversary has not initiated its provocative 

action yet. Whereas, coercive diplomacy is a type of coercion applied to make the target 

country either stop doing or undo what they have already initiated. In other words, 

deterrence is close to a preventative mechanism- that is limited to maintaining the status 

quo, whereas coercive diplomacy is more like a bargaining strategy, attempting to induce 

compliance from the adversary while preventing unwanted use of military force. 

 

The concept of coercive diplomacy and compellence are also similar and yet, not 

entirely the same. Coercive diplomacy is only limited to the defensive use of threats 

rather than offensive- that is, coercive diplomacy does not involve any pre-emptive 

action or threat unless the target country carries out its strike first. However, in the case 

of compellence, some exemplary actions and the use of force can be adopted even 

 
3 George, Alexander L. Forceful Persuasion, (United States Institute of Peace Press, 1991), 5. 
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without any pre-emptive strike from the adversary. Such strategy that heavily relies on 

the threat of violence is rather labelled as blackmail strategy. In this regard, coercive 

diplomacy can be described as more flexible diplomatic strategy with rational persuasion 

and reconciliation compared to compellence that contains active use of violence and 

aggression, including conventional military threats. 

 

<Figure 1> Coercion and Coercive Diplomacy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Three Types of Coercive Diplomacy 

Alexander L. George, in his framework, classifies three types of scenarios of 

coercive diplomacy based on the given conditions and the objectives. Type A is an 

attempt to persuade the opponent simply to stop short of the goal. Type B is more 

ambitious attempt as the coercer persuades the opponent to reverse the action that has 

already been undertaken. Finally, type C is the most ambitious attempt that is to change 

the behaviour of adversary by inducing changes in its government or even the nature of 

the regime. 

 

Compellence 

Coercive  
Diplomacy 

Coercion Blackmail 

Deterrence 
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<Table 1> Three Types of Defensive Coercive Diplomacy 

Deterrence 
Coercive Diplomacy 

Type A Type B Type C 

Persuade 
opponent not to 
initiate an action 

Persuade 
opponent 

to stop short of 
goal 

Persuade 
opponent 

to undo action 

Persuade opponent 
to make changes in 

government 

Alexander L. George, “Coercive Diplomacy: Definition and Characteristics,” The Limits of Coercive Diplomacy, p 9. 
 

3) Strategies of Coercive Diplomacy 

Alexander L. George also suggested four variant tactics so that the policymakers 

could implement various versions of the strategy and apply them adequately within 

specific circumstances. However, before implementing the strategy to a situation, 

George encourages the coercers to primarily take these following components into 

consideration: 1) what to demand of the opponent; 2) how to create a sense of urgency 

for compliance; 3) what kind of punishment to threaten for non-compliance; and 4) 

whether to rely solely on the threat of punishment or also to offer conditional 

inducements.4 In other words, a demand from coercer that clearly states the expected 

behaviour from the target country should be specified and delivered before implementing. 

At the same time, the coercer needs to make sure their target country is aware of the 

consequences of non-compliance and feel the sense of urgency and pressure for 

compliance.  

 
4 Ibid. 
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Once these elements are constructed, policymakers can execute one of following 

strategies of coercive diplomacy: 1) The Ultimatum; 2) Tacit Ultimatum; 3) Try-and-See; 

and 4) Gradual Turning of the Screw5. Among these four strategies, The Ultimatum is a 

strategy at the extreme of the spectrum with detailed request, rigid deadline for 

compliance and an explicit warrant for punishment for non-compliance that is plausible 

and potent. Tacit Ultimatum is a strategy that more focuses on a sense of urgency but 

without a set of time limit. Though the deadline is not rigid, the coercer still conveys the 

possibility of threats to the target country and create the tension of uncertainty. For 

instance, the coercer can signal the target country through various means such as military 

readiness posture and a stern warning in an effort to increase tension. Since the 

ultimatums tend to be inadequate in many cases and often too provocative to implement 

with high risk potential, strategy of Try-and-See or Gradual Turning of the Screw are 

preferred in general. Try-and-See is a strategy that only involves a clear demand among 

all the elements. No specific time limit nor sense of urgency for compliance is required. 

The coercer applies some coercive actions and waits to see if the measures were adequate, 

and derived any desirable actions from the target before moving on to the next step. This 

strategy was used toward North Korea at the beginning of Obama’s first presidency 

however, did not produce any meaningful result, which will be discussed in the later 

chapters.  Finally, the Gradual Turning of the Screw strategy has as almost similar 

coercive effects as The Ultimatum since it openly conveys the willingness of phased 

threats from the initial stage. Both coercer and the target country become aware that the 

 
5 George, Alexander L. Forceful Persuasion, (United States Institute of Peace Press, 1991). 
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coercer will escalate the degree of threats until the demands are met. Yet Gradual 

Turning of the Screw strategy is different from Try-and-See approach in a way that there 

is a clear promise of escalation of threat from the beginning in case of non-compliance. 

At the same time, this model is different from the Ultimatum since there is neither sense 

of urgency created by a strict time limit nor immediate and aggressive military actions 

for non-compliance. Since coercive diplomacy is a continuum of persuasion and 

bargaining between the coercer and the target, above strategies can be mixed used and 

often interchangeably during the process. Moreover, coercive diplomacy is more a 

political-diplomatic strategy in response to conflict and crisis. Hence, the role of armed 

forces and violence is merely limited to display the coercer’s desire to induce compliance 

and their ability to coerce. 

  

4) Conditions that Favour Successful Coercive Diplomacy 

In addition to the essential elements and strategies of coercive diplomacy, it is also 

important to identify various conditions that favour coercive diplomacy, as it would 

allow the negotiators to adopt adequate strategies in preparation for various conditions 

they encounter and consequently, would increase the likelihood of the effective 

negotiation. In his book, Forceful Persuasion, Alexander L. George identifies eight 

conditions that favour successful coercive diplomacy.  

 

Alexander L. George describes coercive diplomacy as ‘carrot-and-stick’ strategy 

since the coercer uses a combination of both positive inducements and punitive threats 
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in order to accomplish their objectives6. On this premise, Alexander L. George identifies 

eight conditions that favour successful coercive diplomacy. In consideration of highly 

context-depending nature of the coercive diplomacy framework, George tried to avoid 

oversimplification of these conditions and thus extended the scope into eight accordingly. 

Alexander L. George argues, when these following preconditions are satisfied, the 

likelihood of effective coercive diplomacy increases: 

(1)  Clarity of the objective: it means how comprehensive and precise the demand from 

the coercer is. If the objective is ambiguous without containing what the coercer 

expects from the target, it is unlikely to address adequate compliance from the target. 

(2)  Strength of motivation: the coercer must have a motivation that is sufficiently strong 

to gain an upper hand during the contention. Coercing country is like to fail to 

persuade their opponent when its motivation is weak. Also, the strength of 

motivation will create the asymmetry between the coercer and the target. 

(3)  Asymmetry of motivation: Though the strength of motivation is a significant 

determining factor that favours the coercing state, only itself is not sufficient 

condition as the motivation is always a two-sided matter. Motivations from both 

sides need to be taken into consideration. According to George, the coercer can 

create favourable asymmetry by demanding what is vital for coercer but relatively 

insignificant for the adversary. Therefore, occasionally, the coercer intendedly 

exaggerates its motivation to impress the adversary and make their adversary believe 

that the coercer’s interest is more vital than the opponent’s. 

 
6 George, Alexander L. Forceful Persuasion, (United States Institute of Peace Press, 1991), 10. 
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(4)  Sense of urgency: this condition is related to some kind of time pressure. In order to 

achieve desired outcomes, the coercer needs to create a sense of urgency that the 

opponent complies. In some cases, asymmetry of motivation also contributes to 

make the situation time-urgent and make the opponent to respond to the coercer’s 

demand. 

(5)  Strong leadership: effectiveness implementation of the coercive diplomacy and its 

outcomes are all depend upon political leaderships and their abilities. 

(6)  Adequate domestic and international support: a certain level of political support at 

home and from overseas are likely to make the impact of coercive diplomacy greater. 

(7)  Opponent’s fear for unacceptable escalation: when the target country understands 

a strong chance of intolerable escalation of tension and fears from it, the likelihood 

of effective coercive diplomacy increases. 

(8)  Clarity concerning the precise terms of settlement of the crisis: when the coercer 

suggests specific terms and procedures in regards to the terminations of the crisis in 

which both sides can agree upon, it contributes to prevent escalation of tension. 

 

 Among these eight conditions, Alexander L. George particularly selected three 

conditions- (3) asymmetry of motivation; (4) sense of urgency; and (7) opponent’s fear 

for unacceptable escalation to be most critical that facilitate the coercive diplomacy. That 

is, the coercive diplomacy will be facilitated in favour of the coercer if the opponent 

believes that the coercer’s motivation is more vital than theirs, feels pressure to respond 

within given time limit, and believes the possibility that the coercer is willing to escalate 
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its threats up to an unacceptable level. Overall, the ultimate purpose of coercive 

diplomacy is to convince the target country that the casualty of non-compliance exceeds 

their interests, and make them change their behaviour or give up certain actions. In doing 

so, the coercer needs to make sure both punitive measures- sanctions and threats- as well 

as positive measures- inducements and assurance – are well mixed used while sustaining 

credibility with the target country. 

 
 

2. Obama Doctrine and the US Security Strategy 
 

The major purpose of conducting this study is again, to understand the main causes 

of success or failure of the Obama administration’s coercive diplomacy by analysing 

negotiation process with Iran and North Korea respectively. Therefore, an in-depth 

understanding on what constitutes major principles of the Obama administration’s 

foreign policy and its underlying philosophy should be examined primarily, before 

analysing the types of coercive diplomacy strategies adopted and the development of the 

negotiation process. Therefore, in this section, some defining features of the Obama 

administration’s foreign policy and its security strategies will be identified in various 

dimensions. Then, policy directions and priorities of the Obama administration towards 

Iran and North Korea will also be briefly discussed. 

 

1) Obama Administration’s US Foreign Policy in Various Dimensions 

Unilateralism-Multilateralism Dimension 

One of the most distinct features of the Obama administration’s foreign policy is 
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they preferably adopted diplomatic means and peaceful resolutions on global 

challenges. 7  Obama executed soft power-smart power and various multilateral 

diplomacy by a means of conversations and negotiations. Also, Obama sought a 

pragmatic balance in the US foreign policy, which is well demonstrated in both National 

Security Strategy (NSS) reports published in 2010 and 2015. In the NSS reports, the 

Obama administration repeatedly emphasises the necessity of collective actions and 

commitment to the United Nations and other multilateral organisations as a most 

desirable solution to combat persistent global challenges- such as terrorism, spread of 

weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and climate change8 . For instance, during the 

nuclear negotiations with Iran, which will be discussed in detail in the later section, the 

Obama administration not only proactively participated in the conversations with Iran as 

a pivotal member of P5+1 but also encouraged other countries to actively comply with 

the international sanction regime. 

 

Militarism-Antimilitarism Dimension 

Obama also clearly revealed his desire for the most anti-war foreign policy 

doctrine during his presidencies.9 Obama argued, directly and repeatedly, that the US 

would have to reduce its use of military force as a tool of foreign policy. He argued that 

the US should minimise the use of military force, including limited actions such as off-

 
7  Jung, Sang-Ryul. (2017).“Obama-Trump Government’s Middle Eastern Policy and JCPOA 
Evaluation: Prospects for Relations between Iran and U.S.A”, 중동문제연구소, 16(4): 10-11. 
8 The White House, National Security Strategy, 2015 National Security Strategy, 3, 7. 
9  Jung, Sang-Ryul. (2017).“Obama-Trump Government’s Middle Eastern Policy and JCPOA 
Evaluation: Prospects for Relations between Iran and U.S.A”, 중동문제연구소, 16(4): 11-12. 
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shore strikes, only except when absolutely necessary to defend “core interests” or to 

“protect our people, our homeland, or our way of life.”10  Instead, Obama pledged to 

replace military power to diplomacy and multilateralism to confront external threats by 

strengthening the role of local and international institutions.11 For instance, the Obama 

administration passed the Budged Control Act in 2011, in an effort for reducing the 

military budget. Moreover, when it comes to discussing the non-proliferation and WMD 

policies, the Obama administration particularly emphasised the role of international 

institutions and the use of non-military forces- such as diplomacy and economic 

sanctions, cooperating with major international coalitions as the primary means to 

maintain global peace and security.12 

 

Interventionism-Non-Interventionism Dimension 

After long era of interventionism of the Bush administration, Obama has 

supported non-interventionist’s claims when it comes to global affairs.13  That is, the 

Obama administration would intervene only when the stakes are high and their nation 

security becomes under severe threats. In this regard, Obama declared the end of the 

global war on terrorism and immediately withdrew the US military forces from the 

Middle East. In replacement of interventionism of his predecessor, the Obama 

 
10 Fisher, Max. “Obama just announced the most anti-war foreign policy doctrine in decades”, 
Vox, May 28, 2014. https://www.vox.com/2014/5/28/5757630/obama-foreign-policy-anti-war-
speech-doctrine 
11 The White House, National Security Strategy, 2015 National Security Strategy, 3. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Jung, Sang-Ryul. (2017).“Obama-Trump Government’s Middle Eastern Policy and JCPOA 
Evaluation: Prospects for Relations between Iran and U.S.A”, 중동문제연구소, 16(4): 12-13. 
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administration decided to adopt a new grand strategy, namely the “offshore balancing.”14 

This alternative strategy approach was intended to preserve its regional influence 

without undermining the US superiority. In accordance with the offshore balancing 

approach, the US would not wage war to settle down crisis or to reshape the politics in 

every regional complex, however still would not lose their presence over the key regions- 

East Asia and the Middle East- by preventing the rise of potential enemy hegemon with 

the help of regional allies and partners. 

 

Overall, the defining features of US foreign policy as set out by the Obama 

administration are mostly designed in line with the value of multilateralism as well as 

the benefits of soft power such as diplomacy and dialogue over military forces. They 

sought to maintain the balance of power as a global hegemon who is capable of 

dominating the US-led international order, while ensuring global peace and stability. To 

this end, the Obama administration’s foreign policy was mainly designed on the basis of 

a strong relationship and cooperation with regional allies and partners. Finally, when it 

comes to the crisis management, the Obama administration sought to play a supporting 

role as a security provider rather than directly deploying its predominant military forces 

over the regions in crisis. 

 

 

 
14 Biafora, Alessandro. “The U.S. Offshore Balancing in the Contemporary International 
System-part two”, November 28, 2018, https://www.geopolitica.info/us-offshore-balancing-
part-two/ 
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2) Obama’s Vision for Nuclear-Free World 

From the very early days of his presidency, Obama clearly delivered his interests on 

nuclear disarmament and global nuclear non-proliferation regime. He formally outlined 

his vision of a world without nuclear weapons and made a historic speech about it in 

Prague in 2009. In the speech, he declared that he would pledge to “seek the peace and 

security of a world without nuclear weapons.”15 In a reversal of Bush administration’s 

policy, Obama pledged that he would “immediately and aggressively pursue US 

ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which would prevent nuclear 

explosion or any further production of fissile material for a purpose of nuclear 

weapons.16 At the same time, he also called for active participation and international 

efforts upon a framework designed for civil nuclear cooperation, proliferation initiative 

and new global initiatives. This presidential address came just a few hours after North 

Korea launched a rocket that could potentially be weaponised.  

 

Obama used the North Korean launch not only to emphasise the necessity of the 

international disarmament and non-proliferation regime but also to urge both North 

Korea and Iran to choose legal and peaceful integration within the international system 

rather than pursuing their own nuclear weapons. His nuclear agenda also coupled with 

several warnings in regards to a continuing international trend on expanding missile 

 
15 Traynor, Ian. “Barack Obama launches doctrine for nuclear free world”, The Guardian, Apr 5, 
2009, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/apr/05/nuclear-weapons-barack-obama 
16 Harvey, Cole. “Nuclear Arms Resolution Passed at UN Summit Arms Control Today”, 2009, 
Arms Control Association, https://www.armscontrol.org/act/2009_10/UNsummit 
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defence system and also towards terrorist groups who attempted to construct or obtain 

nuclear devices.17 Major US allies welcomed his speech and his nuclear policy goals. 

Though Obama acknowledged his policy goals will not quickly be accomplished in 

coming years, he attempted to break a new ground with a list of specific policy 

departures.  

 

The Obama administration’s ambition for nuclear free world is also well evident in 

their National Security Strategy report published in 2010. The report states the US 

pursues a comprehensive non-proliferation based on Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 

(NPT), while strengthening the NPT itself at the same time. The report presents a clear 

objective of the US policy toward Iran and North Korea as well, stating that the US “will 

pursue the denuclearisation of the Korean Peninsula and prevent Iran from developing a 

nuclear weapon.” In order to accomplish the objective, the US will adopt multiple means 

to increase their [Iran and North Korea] isolation when they refuse to comply with 

international non-proliferation norms and obligations. 18  However, according to the 

National Security Strategy published in 2015, the policy objective toward Iran and North 

Korea appeared to be adjusted to a lower standard and Obama’s vision for nuclear-free-

world was also seemingly neutralised than was originally aimed. In the 2015 report, it is 

stated that the US, with cooperation with its allies, will work to achieve a comprehensive 

resolution to ‘maintain’ Iran’s nuclear program to be peaceful. The report also states that 

 
17 Ibid. 
18 The White House, National Security Strategy, 2010 National Security Strategy, 4, 23. 
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the US will lead international efforts to stop the proliferation by establishing effective 

sanctions regime that will ensure Iran to stop further development of nuclear program 

and comply with its international obligations.19 In other words, the US toned down its 

objective from ‘stopping’ Iran’s nuclear weaponization in 2010 to ‘peaceful maintenance’ 

of Iranian nuclear program in 2015, which in fact, directly contradicts Obama’s Prague 

Nuclear Agenda. 

 

Overall, the US approach to Iran’s nuclear program re-directed toward a 

comprehensive and verifiable deal that would assure Iran’s nuclear program can only 

serve peaceful purposes. The US believed that the new objective was less idealistic, more 

achievable, and would serve the US interest while not violating the global non-

proliferation regime. Meanwhile, there was no significant changes on the North Korean 

agenda and its nuclear program. Unlike the modification of policy on Iran- from 

preventing entire nuclear program to limiting Iranian nuclear program to peaceful 

purposes- the US maintained its policy objective toward North Korea to 

‘denuclearisation of North Korea’, as was originally aimed. In the case of North Korea, 

the issue was rather a matter of policy priority than the goal itself. That is, unlike to the 

Iranian case that was vital to the US national security agenda, North Korean nuclear 

issue was not near the top of the Obama administration’s foreign policy priorities from 

the outset, which will be discussed in the following chapters more in detail. 

 

 
19 The White House, National Security Strategy, 2015 National Security Strategy, 11. 
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Chapter III. An Analysis of Nuclear Diplomacy with Iran 
 

In this chapter, there will be more in-depth analysis on the actual process of 

nuclear negotiation with Iran, seeking some decisive factors that led the US diplomacy 

successful. Using Alexander L. George’s theoretical framework of coercive diplomacy, 

this paper aims to discover how the negotiation process, as well as the major strategies 

of US and Iran had evolved over time. By analysing the process in detail, this paper seeks 

to answer following questions- what kinds of coercive diplomacy strategies were used 

by the US? what were the various counter-coercive measures used by Iran?  Was the US 

coercive diplomacy effective in accomplishing its original policy objective? 

 

1. The Nuclear Diplomacy with Iran: the US Strategic Coercion 
 
The most fundamental objective of the US coercive diplomacy against Iran during 

Obama’s first term was to completely disable Iran’s nuclear weapon capability with zero-

uranium enrichment. However, it directly contradicted the purpose of Iran’s nuclear 

development, which aimed to develop the full range of enrichment technologies, 

including fuel reprocessing technology. Another major source of contention between the 

US and Iran arose from the interpretation of safeguard agreement or additional protocols 

that approves a certain level of peaceful nuclear activities as the sovereign right of a state. 

Since there was no evidence that Iran had breached its obligations such as conducting 

fissile missile tests, withdrawing from NTP just as North Korea did, or implementing 

any unreported nuclear activities, it was difficult for the US to accuse Iran of seeking 

nuclear weapons. Hence, unlike to North Korean case, the US coercive diplomacy had 
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had several obstacles from the beginning of the talks. However, around the end of 

Obama’s second term of presidency, Iran and the P5+1 eventually made an agreement 

and the agreement had successfully been implemented, until the president Trump 

decided to pull out of the deal in 2018. Therefore, in this section, how the US coercive 

diplomacy contributed to the success of negotiation will be discussed by analysing the 

negotiation process with the lens of coercive diplomacy framework. 

 

1) From ‘Try-and-See’ to ‘Gradual Turning of the Screw’ Coercive Diplomacy 

When the president Obama inaugurated in 2009, the first policy priority of his 

administration was highly weighted toward domestic issues such as restoration of the 

US economy from the recent global economic crisis. Obama’s foreign policy agenda at 

the same period was mostly centred in the issues in the Middle East, especially on the 

after treatment of the war in Iraq and Afghanistan with the withdrawal of the US military 

forces from these regions. In order to differentiate the US policy in the Middle East from 

the previous Bush administration, the Obama administration needed much support from 

Iran and this gave the US an opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran.20 Also, as Obama 

declared his Nuclear-Free World Agenda, the Obama administration became much 

interested in resuming the conversation with Iran. This time, learning from the failure of 

the Bush administration, Obama wanted to change his strategy, from directly intervening 

 
20 See, for example, Maloney, Suzanne.“Progress of the Obama Administration’s Policy Toward 
Iran”, Brookings Institute, November 15, 2011, 
https://www.brookings.edu/testimonies/progress-of-the-obama-administrations-policy-toward-
iran/ 
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in the crisis through the wars against terrorist groups to eliminating the potential threats 

by dismantling the nuclear weapon capability. In order to accomplish these objectives, 

Obama pursued to execute the coercive diplomacy towards Iran based on the strong 

support from international community and the US allies and partners. Therefore, Obama 

decided to actively utilise various multilateral organisations such as the United Nations 

Security Council (UNSC), International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) while 

encouraging the regional actors such as P5+1 member countries to facilitate the nuclear 

talks with Iran. 

 

At the very initial phase of the nuclear negotiation with Iran, the major coercive 

diplomacy strategy the Obama administration selected was ‘Try-and-See’ strategy with 

the adoption of persuasive inducements that was aimed to understand the general 

situation and observe Iran’s stance on the issue. Hoping to receive some responses from 

Iran, Obama openly revealed his willingness to resume the nuclear talks with Iran 

through video messages or interviews on broadcast. 
 

“my administration is now committed to diplomacy that addresses the 
full range of issues before us, and to pursuing constructive ties among the 
US, Iran, and the international community. This process will not be 
advanced by threats. We seek instead engagement that is honest and 
grounded in mutual respect.”21 

 
 

The initial incentive that Obama offered to Iran, therefore, was the US willingness 

 
21  “U.S. President Obama’s video message to Iran”, Reuters, Mar 20, 2009, 
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-obama-iran-text-sb/u-s-president-obamas-video-message-to-
iran-idUKTRE52J0SM20090320 
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to come to the negotiation table. The US also offered a persuasive inducement by inviting 

Iran to P5+1 as a full participant. The P5+1 issued a formal invitation to Iran to resume 

the nuclear talks.22 However, these good gestures did not produce any desired outcome 

from Iran because Obama basically failed to convince Iranian policymakers and the 

public with his inconsistent language and actions. Unlike to his ‘engaging’ words, the 

US continued warning Iran with ‘crippling sanctions’ each time the Iranian government 

failed to respond positively to the US diplomacy. 23  These hawkish warnings with 

extending existing US sanctions were perceived as highly contradicting to Iranian 

policymakers and the public. As such, the Obama administration failed to convince 

Iranian policymakers and rather made Iran to gradually turn the screw by strengthening 

its original motivation of uranium enrichment program. Though Obama tried to reach 

out to Tehran again on May the same year by offering talks and cooperation opportunities, 

Iranian government remained silent without response again. In addition to the credibility 

issue, the Iranian domestic political climate was highly unfavourable to the US during 

the same period. A fraud scandal happened during the Iranian election period encouraged 

the Iranian public to a dramatic anti-government protest such as the ‘Green Movement’, 

and the Obama administration simply could not create any significant movement or 

attempt to try new measures or strategies. Consequently, the Obama administration 

decided to sustain its ‘Try-and-See’ strategy until the Iranian domestic situation becomes 

settled down. 

 
22  Hurst, Steven. The United States and the Iranian Nuclear Programme: A Critical History, 
(Edinburgh University Press, 2018), 192. 
23 Ibid., 204. 
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Meanwhile, one of major reasons why there was a discrepancy between Obama’s 

language and the political actions was likely due to the Israeli pressure. Since the 

beginning of Obama’s presidency, Obama could not get sufficient trust from the Israeli 

government compared to the previous Bush administration. It is because, based on the 

Israeli calculation, Obama’s engagement policy would increase the likelihood of Iran’s 

weaponization of its nuclear program.24 A deep concern over Obama’s policy eventually 

led the Israeli government to issue some direct warnings to the Obama administration in 

regards to the increasing Iran’s nuclear capability and little time for diplomacy. 25 

Consequently, with the growing pressure from one of the US closest allies in the Middle 

East, the Obama administration could not maintain favourable gestures at all times or 

simply wait for the response from Iran but had to make some hawkish movements to 

urge Iran from time to time. 

 

Consequently, the ‘Try-and-See’ strategy could not induce neither sense of urgency 

nor asymmetry of motivation that would address any behavioural change of Iran. In 

particular, remaining distrust between the US and Iran combined with increasingly 

unstable domestic political climate within Iran made the situation highly unfavourable 

for the US to implement coercive diplomacy. After Iran submitted a request to IAEA to 

buy fuel pads for the Tehran Research Reactor (TRR), the Obama administration finally 

could have a second opportunity to resume the negotiation forward. Obama took this as 

 
24  Hurst, Steven. The United States and the Iranian Nuclear Programme: A Critical History, 
(Edinburgh University Press, 2018), 194. 
25 Ibid. 
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an opportunity to offer Iran a ‘swap deal’- Tehran would get fuel for the TRR that would 

be produced from its own stockpile of low enriched uranium (LEU), however the whole 

process of turning Iranian LEU into fuel would be undertaken only outside of Iranian 

soil.26 The US saw this deal was viable because the deal would satisfy the demands from 

both countries to some extent- it would provide the US control over the Iran’s growing 

stockpile of LEU, whilst exchanging the fuel was an implicit acknowledgement of Iran’s 

right to enrich. This time, the US changed its strategy from ‘Try-and-See’ to ‘Gradual 

Turning of the Screw’ and make Iran to acknowledge that if Iran didn’t comply, there 

would have been a consequence of multilateral coercion. Iran was willing to cooperate 

with the deal however, at the same time, tried to amend the deal to their own advantage. 

While Iran was stalling on the draft, the US drove a wedge in finalising the deal by 

revealing Iran’s second enrichment facility at Fordow, which was a covert facility. Iran’s 

intention for cooperative gesture to avoid multilateral coercion had become miscarried 

by the revelation of the Fordow facility. In fact, Washington had already been aware of 

the facility and its potential hazard a long time ago however deliberately kept it under 

the surface in order to give Obama time to execute diplomacy.27 By revealing the covert 

venue shortly before the P5+1 nuclear meeting, the US could increase the pressure on 

Iran and consolidated multilateral support on sanction regime in case for noncompliance. 

Whether the reveal was held on purpose or not, it eventually worked favouring the US 

coercive diplomacy. Under such unfavourable strategic environment, Iran had no chance 

 
26 Cronberg, Tarja. Nuclear Multilateralism and Iran Inside EU Negotiations, (Routledge, 2017). 
27  See, for example, Wheeler, J. Nicholas. Trusting Enemies: Interpersonal Relationships in 
International Conflict, (Oxford University Press, 2018), Part Two, USA-Iran, 2009-2010. 
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but to agree with a draft deal and decided to meet the request of P5+1 by delivering a 

significant amount of its LEU stockpile to Russia in order to satisfy the fuel-swap offer.28 

Having the facility itself was not the violation of NPT, since the facility, based on what 

Iranian government argued, was used with safeguard agreements in force. Yet, the 

revelation of the covert facility was a huge disadvantage for Iran and their counter-

coercive diplomacy.  

 

Overall, the strength of motivation of the US and Iran was relatively balanced at the 

beginning of the negotiation process between ‘zero enrichment’ versus ‘full-fledged 

nuclear program’. However, while Iran was trying to turn the situation favoured to Iran, 

the Fordow facility was revealed by the US, and the asymmetry of motivation was 

created in favour of the US side. 

 

2) Iran’s Counter Coercive Diplomacy and Increasing Multilateral Coercion 

Further talks in regard to the draft agreement were held in Vienna in October 2009. 

Iranian authorities and the public were still highly unsatisfied with the deal because for 

Iran, transferring a significant proportion of LEU to a third country was considered as 

the surrender of a key bargaining chip, especially when distrust toward to the US was 

still deep. In this regard, there was a huge domestic political infighting about the 

proposed agreement.29  Therefore, Iran decided to confront the US with the counter 

 
28 Cronberg, Tarja. Nuclear Multilateralism and Iran Inside EU Negotiations, (Routledge, 2017). 
29 See, for example, Parsi, Trita. A Single Roll of the Dice- Obama’s Diplomacy with Iran, (Yale 
University Press, 2012), 147-150. 
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coercive measure to increase its leverage in the negotiation, that was to suggest 

alternative conditions. However, since proposed agreement was already welcomed by 

the most of western countries including P5+1, Iran’s counter measure had become 

completely rejected. By early 2010, Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 

announced that Iran refused to accept the swap proposal and to continue enriching some 

of its existing LEU to provide for the TRR.30  Iran’s retreat without proper justification 

failed to gain any support from international community, and IAEA rather urged Iran to 

comply with more demands from the P5+1 and the UNSC.  

 

Overall, the ‘Gradual Turning of the Screw’ strategy alongside the revelation of the 

Fordow facility succeeded in gaining international support and consolidating multilateral 

coercion while increasing extra pressure on Iran. Also, the US could address, though to 

limited extent, some Iranian compliance with the US coercion and the IAEA regulations 

by inducing Iran to accept energy swap deal instead of requesting a complete 

dismantlement of the entire Iranian nuclear program. However, at the same time, the 

strategy did not help completely close the deal. With the growing concern over the deal 

and multilateral coercion, Iran’s final decision was to confront the P5+1 using the 

counter-coercion measures rather than complying with the US demand, by declaring the 

continuation of the production of LEU up to twenty per cent.  

 

 
30 Donaldson, H. Rober & Nogee, N. Joseph. The Foreign Policy of Russia: Changing Systems, 
Enduring Interests,2014 (5th ed.), (Routledge, 2014), 316. 
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After the swap deal had collapsed, the strategic environment over Iranian nuclear 

program was still not beneficial to Iran. The US, France, Russia continued pressuring 

IAEA to implement the IAEA proposal. On February 2010, the IAEA published an 

official report in regards to Iran’s nuclear program, and Iran released a statement shortly 

after, insisting the IAEA inspection was increasingly biased. Iran claimed the nuclear 

materials that were subject to the inspection were all used with safeguard in force.31 

However, this time, the European Union (EU) was actively cooperated in executing 

coercive measures by drafting new economic sanctions, targeting Iranian energy, 

shipping and financial sectors, which would affect the entire economy of Iran. 

 

Since the IAEA disregarded Iran’s claim while EU and other regional actors 

constantly strengthened its coercive measures, Iran again, decided to counter coerce by 

increasing its nuclear capability. Iran not only produced twenty percent of enriched 

uranium as president Ahmadinejad had declared, but also moved further steps towards 

high enriched uranium (HEU). Iran going over the twenty percent borderline was a clear 

dismiss of NPT regime as well as existing various United Nations Security Council 

Resolutions (UNSCRs).32 As the tension between the US and Iran prolonged, the Obama 

administration utilised other compelling means to address behavioural change of Iran. 

This time, Brazil and Turkey wanted to join the process as mediators, and on May 2010, 

 
31  Reardon, R. Containing Iran: Strategies for Addressing the Iranian Nuclear Challenge, 
(RAND, 2012), 24. 
32  Hurst, Steven. The United States and the Iranian Nuclear Programme: A Critical History, 
(Edinburgh University Press, 2018), 203. 
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foreign ministers of Iran, Brazil, and Turkey accompanied by the leaders produced and 

signed a joint declaration called ‘Tehran Declaration’ to endorse a fuel swap deal.33 

However, nothing significant was different from the previous draft. Despite the Turkey 

and Brazil tried to find some mutually acceptable middle ground solution, the strength 

of motivation between the US and Iran was still parallel. The US who successfully 

consolidated the multilateral coercion and international support had no reason to accept 

the compromise deal and hence rejected it, and reaffirmed its desire for ‘no enrichment’. 

 

3) New Sanctions and Prolonged Iranian Counter Coercive Diplomacy 

Even after the Tehran Declaration was issued, various US sanctions and multilateral 

sanctions were continuously imposed. For instance, the UNSCR 1929 became 

formalised and approved by the UNSC on 9 June 2010.34 It imposed a complete arm 

embargo on Iran, requesting states ban any commercial activity related to uranium 

enrichment and weapon related material and technology. It also called upon all states to 

deny Iran access to items and various financial services that could contribute to Iranian 

nuclear and missile program. Not only preventing the provision of financial services but 

it also froze the assets of Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and Iran’s national 

shipping line.35 The US also signed the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability 

and Divestment Act of 2010 (CISADA) that would block Iran from receiving any 

 
33 Joint Declaration by Iran, Turkey and Brazil, May 2010, https://fas.org/nuke/guide/iran/joint-
decl.pdf 
34 UNSC, S/RES/1929, 9 June, 2010. 
35 The White House, “Fact Sheet: U.S. Pressure and Sanctions Against Iran”, November 21, 2011. 
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assistance from its foreign partners.36  By imposing secondary sanctions on overseas 

firms, the US intended to affect Iran’s oil, gas, petrochemical industries that are potential 

funding of Iran’s nuclear activities. The secondary sanction had further expanded to 

foreign banks and business in general, particularly to those who supply technology 

related to ballistic missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons. Alongside the US, 

EU also had imposed series of sanctions, in particular, in the area of energy and the 

supply of equipment and technology. They also banned financial transactions with any 

Iranian bank and prohibited Iranian banks from establishing joint ventures with any EU 

financial institutions. 37  In addition to new UN, US and EU sanctions, the Obama 

administration successfully persuaded its main Asian allies, Japan, South Korea, to 

comply with its strategy of disengaging from doing business with Iran. These sanctions 

measure helped the US further strengthens its motivation, especially backed by the 

support of international community and US allies. Nonetheless of the US effort to 

increase the cost of non-compliance with the new round of sanctions, there was no 

meaningful progress on negotiation process from mid-2010 to the end of 2012, because 

the strength of motivation of both countries were still relatively balanced, with no 

offering of any kind of concessions from neither side. 

 

Iranian response to economic sanctions was to further hardening its original 

 
36 Ibid. 
37 The United Nations Security Council, “Security Council Imposes Additional Sanctions on Iran, 
Voting 12 in Favour to 2 Against, with 1 Abstention”, June 9, 2010, 
https://www.un.org/press/en/2010/sc9948.doc.htm 
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motivation. This objective was, according to Mohammad Nahavandian, later president 

Rouhani’s chief of staff, intended to “break the mentality of the other side [the US] by 

showing them that pressure wouldn’t work.” 38  This was again, counter-coercive 

diplomacy that was designed to increase the enforcement costs of the US on Iranian 

nuclear activity by strengthening Iran’s own motivation. By 2011, the gap between the 

two sides had become as wide as it had even been. The US request on Iran was to 

establish international confidence in peaceful nature of its nuclear program, while 

Iranian request was the recognition of Iran’s right to enrich and sanction lift as a 

precondition for talks. 

 

Meanwhile, during the same period, Iran was experiencing further domestic political 

unrest, especially among conservatives. While the impasse between the US and Iran 

continued, the Iranian nuclear program continued to progress that even the IAEA 

acknowledged the evidence of weapons experiments was ‘credible’. 39  As the P5+1 

process deadlocked, Obama tried to open an alternative channel of communication with 

the help of the government of Oman. After several attempts of the government of Oman 

to accomplish the bilateral talk between the US and Iran, a secrete bilateral talk had taken 

place, though the result was not much significant.40 For nearly two years, the deadlock 

 
38 Parsi, Trita. Losing an enemy: Obama, Iran, and the triumph of diplomacy, (Yale University 
Press, 2017), 118. 
39 IAEA, “Implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement and relevant provisions of Security 
Council resolutions in the Islamic Republic of Iran”, November 8, 2011. 
40 Mohammed, Arshad. & Hafezi, Parisa. “U.S., Iran held secret talks on march to nuclear deal”, 
Reuters, November 25, 2013, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-nuclear-bilateral/u-s-iran-
held-secret-talks-on-march-to-nuclear-deal-idUSBRE9AN0FB20131124 
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had continued- Iranian government showed no sign of compromising on their demand 

to continue enriching while progressing their nuclear capacity; Obama was hoping for 

sanctions to alter Iran’s calculations and did not want to make any significant 

concessions in preparation for a coming US presidential election. 

 

4) The Impact of Sanctions and Obama’s Re-election 

By the end of 2012, the impact of sanction regime was certainly emerging. Series of 

new sanctions imposed by the US, EU, and multilateral organisations succeeded in 

blocking Iran’s access to credit and investment. A large number of Iranian banks, mines, 

a range of institutions and companies associated with Iranian nuclear program were all 

heavily affected. Secondary sanctions were particularly effective in blocking major 

foreign companies and banks who did business with Iranian companies. For instance, a 

complete ban on oil and gas imports from Iran effectively isolated the Iranian financial 

system from the rest of the world. Iran had to deal with currency crisis, soaring inflation, 

and rapidly rising unemployment rate that rose almost up to twenty per cent.41 Iranian 

economy was quickly crashing into a deep recession as a result of prolonged economic 

sanctions.  

 

Unlike to Obama’s initial calculation that the domestic economic recession would 

 
41  See, for example, “The impact of Iran sanctions - in charts”, BBC, May 10, 2018, 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-44052734 & “Six charts that show how hard US 
sanctions have hit Iran”, BBC, December 9, 2019, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-
east-48119109 
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eventually change Iran’s behaviour, there were no demonstrable changes on neither the 

Iranian negotiating position nor its nuclear progress. By the end of 2012, Iran had 

increased production of its enriched uranium up to twenty per cent and even added new 

centrifuges at Fordow and Natanz. While Obama was running down the clock and 

focusing on his future electoral prospects, Iran was continuing to increase enforcement 

cost by strengthening its original motivation of enrichment. As Obama’s initial 

calculation appeared to be inaccurate, voices of concern started growing even within the 

administration as well. International support for the sanction regime had also been much 

weakened as the enforcement costs continued growing without any profound outcome.  

 

As economic coercion did not perform effectively, Obama ran out of his options 

apart from military actions however, military option would never be considered by the 

Obama administration. In the meantime, there was a genuine concern over the possibility 

of a military attack from Israel. Israel had been openly revealing its concern over the US 

diplomacy since the beginning of Obama’s first presidency and the degree of concern 

had increased every year ever since. For instance, according to a leak from Israeli 

government, they had had some discussions on conducting a military attack on Iran as 

more time passed without any substantive resolutions. 42  Consequently, Iran’s 

stubbornness in combination with high potential of military strike from Israel 

dramatically reduced the strength of motivation of the US and degraded its coercive 

 
42  Hurst, Steven. The United States and the Iranian Nuclear Programme: A Critical History, 
(Edinburgh University Press, 2018). 
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diplomacy.  

 

Military action was the last resort option for the Obama administration that they 

would avoid if they ever could. The general security strategies of the Obama 

administration were originally designed, learning from the outcomes of the Bush 

administration’s active military intervention and its failure.43 Thus, in the US calculation, 

military options would fail to achieve its objective and rather encourage a range of other 

inevitable backlashes from Iran. In consideration of the US policy throughout the Middle 

East and other external factors- such as the world economy that had not been recovered 

since the 2008 financial crisis; the potential retaliation from Iran and other violent 

Islamists; and the general international consensus- the US had to find an alternative at 

the earliest opportunity, and this time, it had to be effective. At this stage, the sense of 

urgency surged however, without any other feasible options the US had to reduce its 

motivation by compromising its original policy objective. As a result, Obama detoured 

its policy objective and decided to accept Iran’s partial uranium enrichment. Shortly after, 

another secrete bilateral meeting was held in Oman in March 2013, which became a 

milestone for the future negotiations.44  

 

5) Election of President Rouhani and the Joint Plan of Action (JPA) 

 
43 Dershowitz, Alan. The Case Against the Iran Deal: How Can We Now Stop Iran from Getting 
Nukes?, (RosettaBooks, 2015). 
44 Mohammed, Arshad. & Hafezi, Parisa. “U.S., Iran held secret talks on march to nuclear 
deal”, Reuters, November 25, 2013, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-nuclear-bilateral/u-
s-iran-held-secret-talks-on-march-to-nuclear-deal-idUSBRE9AN0FB20131124 
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The election of progressive president Rouhani in Iran with the Obama 

administration’s compromise on the US policy objective was a major breakthrough in 

resuming nuclear talks that had brought a chance of rapprochement between the US and 

Iran. Since the beginning of Rouhani’s presidency, he made his policy priority very clear- 

that was to save Iranian economy, to resume constructive interaction with the world 

based on mutual trust and great transparency.45 Rouhani’s biggest task to solve was to 

restore the Iranian economy that had been significantly damaged by various unilateral 

and multilateral sanctions for a long period of time. In order to accomplish it, his 

approach was not to isolate the country or confront to the western countries with counter-

coercive measures but to openly interact with them and find mutually satisfactory 

solutions, which in many ways, correspond with Obama’s approach. Certainly, Iran’s 

desire on protecting its right to enrich uranium on Iranian soil was still sustained and 

considered as a vital policy objective for the Rouhani government. Yet, Rouhani’s 

approach to protect Iran’s sovereign right was very different from the previous 

conservative government’s. 46  Rouhani tried to avoid confronting to the US and 

international community by adopting counter coercive measures but rather actively 

carried out cooperative measures such as constructive interactions and dialogues based 

on mutual confidence and transparency. As a result, the P5+1 talk resumed in Geneva in 

mid-October and November 2013, and both parties eventually reached an interim 

 
45 See, for example, Dehghan, Saeed. “Iranian president-elect Rouhani promises better relations 
with west”, The Guardian, June 17, 2013, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jun/17/iran-hassan-rouhani-promises-moderation 
46 Yu, Dal-Seung. (2018).  “이란 정치체제와 권력투쟁: 이란 정치 지형의 향방은?”, Asian 
Regional Review Diverse Asia, 1(3): 1-6. 
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agreement- the Joint Plan of Action (JPA) which is the foundation of the final agreement 

of JCPOA.47  After several additional meetings, the date of JPA implementation was 

decided to 20 January 2014.48  The JPA was the only confidence-building measure 

designed to facilitate trust and the creation of space in which to negotiate a final deal. 

 
2. Assessing the Use of Coercive Diplomacy under the Obama 

Administration: The Case of Iran 
 

1) The First Term of Obama’s Presidency and the Enmity Trap 

At the very beginning of the first term, the Obama administration adopted the 

strategy of ‘Try-and-See’. They openly and repeatedly revealed their willingness to come 

to the negotiation table through various media while continuously imposing economic 

sanctions on Iran to see how the situation develops with Iran. At the same time, the US 

sought to build the consensus of the international community that would favour the US 

diplomacy and also tried to implement the multilateral coercion by encouraging 

participation of various international institutions and regional actors. Obama’s 

willingness on ‘no enrichment’ was firm, at least during the first term of his presidency, 

and thus he tried not to make any concessions first. On the other hand, Iran also actively 

implemented counter coercive diplomacy in response to the US coercion. Iran either 

increased the enforcement cost of the US by establishing and operating uranium 

enrichment facilities; or degraded the US coercive diplomacy by appealing their 

 
47  Security Council Report, “Chronology of Events- Iran”, Last Revised on July 2020, 
https://www.securitycouncilreport.org/chronology/iran.php 
48 Ibid. 
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sovereign right to enrich uranium to the international community. As the tension between 

the US and Iran never de-escalated, the US suggested the ‘swap deal’ and changed its 

strategy from ‘Try-and-See’ to ‘Gradual Turning of the Screw’, expecting to increase 

pressure on Iran. The US also intendedly revealed Iran’s covert nuclear facility to create 

asymmetry of motivation. However, the result of creating asymmetry was relatively 

insignificant and the new strategy still failed to address behavioural change of Iran. 

 

2) The Second Term of Obama’s Presidency and Clash with Israel 

With the Obama administration entering its second term, the prolonged stalemate 

had been resolved to some extent, and there are two major reasons for this. First of all, 

Obama could not avoid Israeli pressure any longer that had been persisted since his first 

term. Within Israel, the consensus on pre-emptive military attack on Iran was growing 

and this dramatically increased sense of urgency of the US.49  The more time passed 

without a resolution that imposed constraints on the Iranian program, the greater the risk 

of Israeli strike had emerged. Obama found himself under pressure from Israeli right and 

thus had to promptly decide either to adopt military option or to break the deadlock by 

any means. Therefore, the best option for Obama was to compromise the original policy 

objective by weakening the US motivation of ‘no enrichment’. Secondly, Iranian 

government also severely struggled due to ruthlessly destroyed Iranian domestic 

economy as a result of various bilateral and multilateral economic sanctions. As the 

 
49 See, for instance, Ross, Dennis. “The inside story of Obama’s Iran strategy”, August 10, 2015, 
Politico, https://www.politico.eu/article/the-inside-story-of-obamas-path-to-yes-on-iran-
netanhayu-israel-iran/ 
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progressive Rouhani government came to power, Iran finally decided to change its 

negotiation position and became more willing to accept some of major constraints on its 

nuclear program.  

 

Though the economic sanction was not the fundamental cause of changing 

behaviours among Iranian political elites, the consistent multilateral coercion indeed 

affected Iranian domestic economy and contributed to create balance of power inside 

Iran in favour of progressive Rouhani government. In fact, since the Obama 

administration already made a concession and conceded Iran’s right to enrich, Iran did 

not have to renounce its principal bargaining chip. At the same time, as the demand on 

sanction relief resonated among Iranian public, the Rouhani government also became 

much willing to correspond to the US demand. As a result, a combination of Obama’s 

decision to allow Iran’s enrichment and the desire of the Rouhani government to revive 

Iran’s domestic economy and constructive diplomatic dialogue with the world eventually 

de-escalated tension between the two and produced a firm commitment to the agreement.  
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Chapter IV. An Analysis of Nuclear Diplomacy with 
North Korea 

 

Now in this chapter, there will also be an analysis on the process of nuclear 

negotiation between the US and North Korea. As aforementioned, contrary to other US 

adversary countries who have successfully reconciled with, neither the relationship with 

North Korea nor the political objective of denuclearisation was achieved during the 

Obama administration. In order to understand the main causes of the failure, it is 

essential to review the negotiation process using the coercive diplomacy framework. 

Again, by analysing the process in detail, this chapter seeks to answer following 

questions- what kinds of various coercive diplomacy strategies used by the US? What 

were the various counter-coercive measures used by North Korea?  What were the main 

causes of failure of coercive diplomacy with North Korea? 

 

1. The Nuclear Diplomacy with North Korea: the US Strategic 
Coercion 

 
1) Strategy of Disengagement and ‘Try-and-See’ Coercive Diplomacy 

When president Obama began his first presidency in 2009, many experts expected 

that he would immediately operate engagement policy toward North Korea, for instance, 

by having bilateral talks over North Korea’s nuclear program. Because, Obama had 

explicitly promised to enhance the US engagement with US adversary countries 

including North Korea, since he was running a president campaign as a candidate50 . 

 
50  Kim, Hong Nack. (2010). “U.S.–North Korea Relations under the Obama Administration: 
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However, the issue with North Korea did not receive much attention compared to other 

US foreign policy priorities, especially compared to one with Iran. One conventional 

account for such disengaging attitude of the US is due to a provocation of North Korea 

with a multistage rocket launch and second nuclear test that were undertaken soon after 

Obama’s inauguration.51 Since then, the Obama administration’s diplomatic strategy on 

North Korea became amended from ‘dialogue and diplomacy’ to ‘strategic patience’, 

aiming not to provide any concession or compromise to North Korea for its provocative 

behaviours. ‘Strategic patience’ was a diplomatic strategy that was used to coerce North 

Korea by indicating that the US would not make any significant move first unless North 

Korea commit to come back to negotiation and make steps toward denuclearisation.52 

This strategy was in line with ‘Try-and-See’ coercive diplomacy- the US relied upon the 

existing sanctions and agreements while maintaining the welcoming gesture toward 

North Korea and wait for them to blink first. In other words, the US was willing to 

cooperate with North Korea and resume diplomatic talks only if North Korea took 

cooperative gesture first, for instance, by returning to the Six-Party Talks. 

  

The primary objective of the US attempt to contact North Korea in bid to resume 

nuclear talk, over the administrations, has always been the denuclearisation of North 

Korea with non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. Meanwhile, North Korea’s policy 

 
Problems and Prospects”, North Korean Review, 6(1): 22-36. 
51 Ahn, Taehyung. (2012). “Patience or Lethargy?: U.S. Policy toward North Korea under the 
Obama Administration”, North Korean Review, 8(1): 67-83. 
52 Ibid. 
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objectives and desirable outcomes from the nuclear talks, though it had changed over the 

generations, were 1) a normalisation of relations with the US and restoration of North 

Korea’s diplomatic relationship with the world as a ‘normal nation’; as well as 2) 

receiving economic assistance through aid during Kim Jong-Il regime; and 

accomplishing economic development through sanction relief during Kim Jong-Un 

era.53 Unlike to Iranian case, where the major issue was originated from a contradiction 

between the policy objectives of the two countries, there was relatively less contradiction 

on policy objectives itself. Because, North Korea also allegedly, would like to 

accomplish denuclearisation on Korean Peninsula as long as North Korea’s security is 

guaranteed. Yet, the major issue between the US and North Korea emerged from a 

disagreement on the scope and sequence of respective actions preferred by each side, to 

get to the end. 

 

Apart from the North Korea’s repeated provocation and eccentric behaviours that 

completely against to the US demand, another reason why Obama decided to execute 

‘strategic patience’ strategy since the initial stage was simply because North Korea was 

not near the top of the Obama administration’s policy priorities. As briefly discussed 

earlier, at the beginning of his presidency, Obama had already had multiple urgent policy 

priorities to deal with that were mostly inherited from the previous administration- such 

as global economic crisis and aftermath of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.54 These 

 
53  Kim, Hong Nack. (2010). “U.S.–North Korea Relations under the Obama Administration: 
Problems and Prospects”, North Korean Review, 6(1): 22-36. 
54  Warren, Aiden. The Obama Administration’s Nuclear Weapon Strategy: The Promises of 
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issues were too urgent to be resolved that the US was simply not motivated enough to 

provide any proper inducements that would resume dialogue with North Korea. Also, 

allegedly, Obama perceived North Korea as a rational actor and thus believed mutual 

deterrence would successfully work. 55  Obama believed that every North Korea’s 

aggressive action was essentially the result of Kim’s rational cost and benefit calculation 

and thus the North Korean provocations could be deterred with US-ROK military 

alliance and economic sanctions.56 For the Obama administration, even though North 

Korea was clearly a threat that undermined non-proliferation regime and regional 

stability in general, North Korean nuclear program was not perceived as a vital threat to 

the US national security yet that immediate response needed to be undertaken.  

 

2) North Korea’s Use of Terror and Nuclear Coercion 
 
As aforementioned, Obama’s presidency began with a series of provocations from 

North Korea. North Korea had lost patience while the Obama administration was still 

gathering its thoughts on foreign policy strategy, and thus decided to request excessive 

demands on the US using a series of provocations. North Korea aimed at renewing 

dialogue with the US while North Korea’s right to peaceful uses of atomic energy to be 

respected. At the initial stage, provocations were carried out mainly through propagandas, 

 
Prague, (Routledge, 2014), 12. 
55 Youssef, Nancy. “Why the U.S. Considers North Korea's Kim a 
' Rational Actor’”, The Wall Street Journal, December 5, 2017, 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-the-u-s-considers-north-koreas-kim-a-rational-actor-
1512497497 
56 Ibid. 
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aggressive announcements and nullifying agreements with South Korea, the US, and the 

world.57 In response to these provocations, Obama coerced with reaffirmation of strong 

ROK-US alliances while continuously urging North Korea to return to the Six-Party 

Talks.58 Overall, at the beginning of Obama’s first term, American strategy was to wait 

for North Korea to make the initial step, while strengthening the US motivation by 

emphasising close relationships with regional allies as well as maintaining existing 

sanctions against North Korea. Whereas, North Korea’s strategy was to strengthen its 

counter coercive measure and increase the US sense of urgency using various means of 

provocations. 

 

The first provocation that intensified tension between the US and North Korea was 

when North Korea’s covert long-range ballistic missile (ICBM), the second stage of 

Taepodong 2 was revealed by the South Korean national intelligence agency. 59 

Reportedly, the launch of second stage of Taepodong 2 was intended to provoke Obama 

administration and increase their sense of urgency, while increasing the enforcement cost 

of the US by displaying North Korea’s military capacity. After the missile test, the US 

officials immediately responded and urged North Korea to refrain from practices that 

rise tension in the region.60 Contrary to North Korea’s intention of challenging the US 

 
57 Ahn, Taehyung. (2012). “Patience or Lethargy?: U.S. Policy toward North Korea under the 
Obama Administration”, North Korean Review, 8(1): 67-83. 
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strategy of ‘strategic patience’, the missile test rather strengthened the US’s motivation 

to achieve ‘complete and verifiable irreversible denuclearisation (CVID)’ of North 

Korea with increasingly stringent sanction regime. Later, it was found that the test and 

further threats were intended not only to increase North Korea’s leverage in nuclear talks 

but also to reinforce the unity and the domestic political prestige of Kim Jong-Il who had 

disappeared from the political scene for many months due to ill-health.61 In regard to the 

missile test, North Korea appealed to the international community in order to counter 

coerce, emphasising the peaceful purpose of ICBM launch. However, neither the US nor 

international community believed North Korea’s contention and thus accused North 

Korea for violating the UNSC Resolution 1718.62  Consequently, the UNSC adopted 

Resolution 1874, which included additional financial and trade sanctions against North 

Korea, and North Korea counter coerced again, with greater hostility- North Korea 

declared its decision to expel IAEA inspectors and began to re-activate its nuclear 

facilities in Yongbyon as a way of indicating its resentment. North Korea also announced 

that North Korea would never return to the Six-Party Talks in the future.63 

 

In spite of additional sanctions and warnings from the US and multilateral 

organisations, North Korea’s provocation continued to escalate and eventually North 

Korea decided to conduct its second large-scale underground nuclear test on 25 May 

 
61  Delury, John. (2013). “The Disappointments of Disengagement: Assessing Obama’s North 
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Contacts, (International Business Publications, 2010), 35. 
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2009, which again, was a clear violation of UNSC Resolution 1718.64  The second 

nuclear test had particularly exacerbated tensions in the region and the sense of urgency 

within the international community since the test result was successful unlike to the first 

test. Overall, a series of provocations and the second nuclear test were all as well-

schemed counter coercive diplomacy that was aimed at hindering the hard-line strategy 

of ‘strategic patience’ toward North Korea. However, instead of halting the US coercive 

diplomacy, North Korea’s aggressive counter coercive measures led the US rather to 

intensify economic sanctions and economic isolation of North Korea. 

 

Despite two major provocations and continuous threats, the US still maintained the 

status quo, hoping North Korea to initiate more diplomatic interactions. One of the 

reasons for maintaining the strategy of ‘strategic patience’ was because the Obama 

administration in their first term, did not have any alternative inducements to coerce 

North Korea. After Bush administration’s failure of ‘pure coercion’ approach, the Obama 

administration did not have enough time to create a new frame but adhere to the original 

coercive diplomacy, this time, with ‘Try-and-See’ approach with more patience.65 The 

US sustained its escalation dominance with military deterrence and economic sanctions 

hoping North Korea to avoid hostile behaviour and come back to the negotiation with 

more constructive diplomatic engagement. 

 
64 Medalia, Jonathan. “North Korea’s 2009 Nuclear Test: Containment, Monitoring, 
Implications”, Congressional Research Service, November 24, 2010, 
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/nuke/R41160.pdf 
65 Kim, Dongsoo. (2016), “The Obama administration’s policy toward North Korea: the causes 
and consequences of strategic patience, Journal of Asian Public Policy, 9(1): 32-44. 
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3) Vicious Cycle of ‘Coercive – Counter Coercive Diplomacy’ and Continuous 

Escalation of Tension 

 
After the second nuclear test, the vicious cycle- between North Korea’s provocations 

and belligerent actions of missile tests and violation of UNSC Resolutions, and the US 

response with multilateral coercion, strong allies, and economic sanctions- had 

continued. In the meantime, North Korea took advantage of the deadlock and used this 

time to develop its counter coercion measures by sharply advancing its nuclear 

program.66 Moreover, North Korea continued exercising its counter coercive diplomacy 

not only to the US but to other US allies at the same time. For instance, tension with 

South Korea become particularly aggravated when the South Korean navy ship Cheonan 

was sunk on 26 March 2010, which allegedly caused by a torpedo made in North 

Korea.67 A Joint Civilian-Military Investigation Group (JIG)-with participants from the 

US, Australia, Britain, and Sweden-pointed to the conclusion that the torpedo was fired 

by a North Korean submarine.68  In the wake of the Cheonan incident, the Obama 

administration adopted more forceful measures to constrain North Korea. This time, the 

coercion measure was to shore up the relationship with South Korea, for instance, by 

conducting major military exercise in the East Sea between ROK and the US military 

forces, and advancing the Korea-US (KORUS) free trade agreement.69 These measures 
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were designed to dissuade North Korea from furthering its highly aggressive actions. 

The US also firmly declared that “provocations will no longer trigger the old cycle of 

extortion followed by reward.”70 

 

As series of provocations turned out to be ineffective, North Korea decided to take 

a bolder approach and confront to the US by demonstrating its advanced nuclear 

weapons program and facilities, hoping to address some shifts in the US attitude. Hence, 

on November 2010, North Korea invited Stanford University physicist Siegfried Hecker 

to visit the Yongbyon nuclear facilities.71 The US was shocked by North Korea’s capacity 

to produce LEU and the sophistication of the facility. The US also became realised their 

economic sanctions were highly ineffective in either blocking the flow of tools and 

components to North Korea or slowing down North Korea’s arsenal modernisation.72 

 

With the rise of military confrontations and escalating tension, the US re-started 

providing persuasive inducements such as the provision of the comprehensive package 

deal, which again, would only be carried out when North Korea take steps to comply 

with its international obligations and agreements. In response to the deal, Kim Jong-Il 

pledged to engage in dialogues and talks, starting with North Korea’s long-time ally 

China. At the same time, in order to maintain its bargaining power, North Korea sent an 

 
70 Bader, Jeffrey. Obama and China’s Rise: An Insider’s Account of 
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official letter to a sanctions panel under the UNSC in regard to North Korea’s successful 

weaponization of extracted plutonium.73 Amid continuing contention, the US decided to 

conduct the ROK-US joint military exercises and announce the military agreement 

between the US and South Korea not only to enhance the war readiness but also to 

maintain escalation dominance against North Korea.74 Soon after Dr. Hecker’s visit to 

Yongbyon, another major incident happened in Yeonpyeong, South Korea. North Korea 

fired artillery rounds and two South Korean soldiers and two civilians were killed.75 This 

action was undertaken aiming at creating an asymmetry of motivation by revealing North 

Korea’s willingness to wage war if their nuclear facilities, including its main Yongbyon 

plant became dismantled or attacked. 

 

After North Korea’s nuclear capacity was revealed, the Obama administration 

promptly requested China to help resume the Six-Party Talk.76 Though the US broke the 

strategy of ‘strategic patience’ by making the first diplomatic move, it did not mean that 

the US gave up their coercive diplomacy. The US-ROK joint military exercise continued 

and new US sanctions were consistently imposed as the tension elevated. However this 

time, the Obama administration decided to change its strategy from ‘Try-and-See’ 
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coercive diplomacy to ‘Gradual Turning of the Screw’ as the degree of provocation 

became more intensified overtime. They began to gradually increase the level of coercive 

pressure as the level of North Korea’s provocation heightened. At the same time, it is 

undeniable that the North Korean counter coercive diplomacy was compelling to some 

extent that it eventually affected to the US calculation. 

 

Overall, during the first presidency, Obama had to encounter various limitations on 

implementing non-proliferation policy and his Nuclear Free agenda on North Korea. 

Failure of diplomacy between the Bush administration and North Korea made Obama’s 

coercive strategy highly ineffective from the beginning. Also, repetitive and well-

schemed North Korean counter coercive diplomacy made the Obama administration to 

be trapped in the endless loop of ‘coercion- counter coercion’. In this strategic 

environment, the ‘Try-and-See’ strategy without any appropriate coercive inducements 

could not produce any desirable outcomes. For instance, even when the tension 

dramatically escalated as a result of the revelation of Yongbyon facility, a lack of proper 

coercive inducements bought North Korea time to successfully enhance its counter 

coercion measures. As the bargaining power of North Korea grew, the US policy 

objective of dismantlement of North Korean nuclear program had become more and 

more infeasible.  

 

With the demand of the US, 28 July 2011, a high-level meeting between the US and 
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North Korea were eventually resumed in New York.77 In this meeting, the US and North 

Korea discussed some preconditions for resuming the Six-Party Talks. Here, a reciprocal 

deal was made- between the halt of further nuclear testing and clandestine uranium 

conversion or enrichment; and the readmission of international inspectors and the cease 

of military deterrence. Soon after, North Korean leader Kim Jong-Il died on December 

2011, and after several additional bilateral talks, 2.29 Agreement was made on 29 

February 2012. North Korea agreed to a moratorium on its UEP, and test launchings of 

long-range missiles in exchange for 240,000 metric tons of nutritional assistance from 

the US.78  However, similar to previous agreements made between the US and North 

Korea, 2.29 agreement was also a roughly finished agreement without clarifying precise 

terms and conditions, which eventually created various divisive issues. 

 

4) Third Nuclear Test and the Increase of North Korean Nuclear Deterrence 

The expectation on the resumption of the Six-Party Talks and more pro-engagement 

on bilateral talks again, collapsed after North Korea launched a space rocket on 

December and conducted the third nuclear test on 12 February 2013.79  The test was 

conducted on the same day of South Korea’s national elections and Obama’s State of the 

Union address. It was again, a clear attempt to enhance North Korea’s counter coercive 
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measure through ICBM technology. North Korea’s rationale was the same as the 

previous missile test that the launching ICBM was to install satellites for peaceful 

purpose and thus it is North Korea’s sovereign right to be respected. North Korea also 

launched the Kwangmyeongsong-3 rocket, completely ignoring the warning from the US, 

though the launch eventually failed. In response to North Korea’s multiple attempts to 

improve its military deterrence, the UNSC passed Resolution 2094, imposing tougher 

sanctions.80  Also, the US actively took further steps to coerce North Korea- the US 

temporarily terminated its side of the commitments for 2.29 agreement, which 

automatically cease the nutritious assistance to North Korea, and the US also conducted 

the annual US-ROK joint military exercise.81 Even after the power transferred to Kim 

Jong-Un, the cycle of ‘coercion and counter coercion’ between the US and North Korea 

had continued. One of the reasons for continuous military provocations and efforts to 

increase the military deterrence in North Korea at this period was to deepen public 

commitment to its nuclear program after power transition to Kim Jong-Un. Also, Kim 

Jong-Un appeared to try to tighten discipline among its own people, especially the party 

elites.82  

 

Since the second term of Obama in the office, there were not much change on policy 
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towards North Korea. Yet, in consideration of multiple military provocations conducted 

including the third nuclear test while ignoring strong opposition from the US and 

international community, the US took time to regroup from those setbacks, strategise its 

policy and announced four key principles in the US foreign policy towards North 

Korea.83 Those principles include: 1) the US maintains close and expanded cooperation 

with Japan and South Korea as well as China; 2) it refuses to reward bad behaviour by 

North Korea; 3) it will make every effort to protect its homeland and allies; and finally 

4) it will continue to encourage North Korea to choose a better plan. If the policy of 

‘strategic patience’ in the first term was close to the ‘Try-and-See’ strategy that neglected 

North Korea’s bad behaviours as it was, the second term Obama administration selected 

to operate the strategy of ‘Gradual Turning of the Screw’ instead, and made their stance 

very clear that there would not be any reward in return for bad behaviours. By drawing 

red lines around North Korea’s activities while emphasising the US willingness to 

impose stronger response, the US tried to eradicate further counter coercion from North 

Korea. In the meantime, the original US policy objective of CVID of North Korea 

seemed to be weakened as the Obama administration failed to find alternative plans or 

means to encourage cooperation from North Korea. The policy direction of the second 

term administration was more leaning toward non-proliferation than CVID of North 

Korea. 
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5) Ongoing Nuclear Tests and An Endless Loop of Coercive Diplomacy- Counter 

Coercive Diplomacy 

Another feature noticeably appeared in the second term of the Obama administration 

was, they tried to bolster participation of international community on the North Korean 

issue. In particular, the administration attempted to actively engage China to the North 

Korean issue during the second term. China has always been the major pillar of the US 

foreign policy, and the relationship with China would heavily condition how the US 

would deal with North Korea at that time. For instance, even if the US remained opposed 

to North Korea’s nuclear development, the enforcement of policy would considerably be 

limited without cooperation of China. Moreover, China shared a large portion of the 

policy objectives with the US, especially on North Korea’s nuclear program.84 Hence, 

cooperating and getting support from China who was North Korea’s one of the closest 

allies whilst the major power in the region would create asymmetry of motivation by 

increasing costs on North Korea for its noncompliance. Consequently, in consideration 

of China’s close relationship with North Korea as well as the Obama administration’s 

major foreign policy objective in the region- “rebalance to Asia-Pacific”, having a 

favourable relationship with newly inaugurated Xi Jinping leadership would have been 

significant to the US strategy. In order to advance US-China relationship, the US 

frequently assigned China a central role in the US policy toward North Korea as a 

moderator, especially when seeking the UN sanctions or delivering statements of 
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condemnation to North Korea.85 

 

In spite of the US effort to break the deadlock by actively involving regional actor 

such as China, no diplomatic breakthrough was made from either side. Consequently, 

toward the end of Obama’s second tenure, North Korea and the US still remained trapped 

in an endless loop. This had almost become a routine that this rigid sequence of nuclear 

development or test and inflicting economic pain through UN resolutions continued. On 

6 January 2016, North Korea conducted its fourth nuclear test and only nine months later 

from its third test, and shortly after North Korea announced they had successfully carried 

out its fifth nuclear test.86 After two additional nuclear tests undertaken within one year, 

the UNSC convened an emergency meeting on the same day on the request of Japan.87 

A number of ambassadors of UN member countries called for new UN sanctions and 

urged the member countries to vigorously implement sanctions. The call for additional 

sanctions was echoed by a number of members of the Council, including France, Japan, 

and the UK. Even Russia, one of the closest North Korean allies also called for a 

condemnation of the test for the first time. China’s UN ambassador also joined in the 

condemnation of the test but remain quite on additional sanctions.88 Despite increasing 

tension around the Korean Peninsula and following various requests for cooperation 
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among concerned countries, any new strategic means were still lacking sand merely 

additional sanctions were implemented. Thus, Resolution 2270 and Resolution 2321 

were imposed in response to the fourth and fifth nuclear tests, mostly enhancing a ban 

on mineral exports and fuel suppliance.89 Throughout the fourth and fifth nuclear tests 

in 2016, North Korea exhibited its much-improved nuclear capability and following 

these tests, it appeared very unlikely that North Korea would abandon its nuclear 

program in the near future. 

 

In the end, even during the second term of the Obama administration there were no 

rooms for resolution but merely repetition of a single process between strategy of 

‘strategic patience’ from the US and counter coercive diplomacy from North Korea, 

mostly through hostile military deterrence and nuclear development. The Obama 

administration was determined to avoid the previous administration’s strategy of ‘pure 

coercion’, and yet they could not create any new framework or proper persuasive 

inducements in dealing with aggressive and provocative North Korea. This led the US 

merely adhered to hard-line approach of ‘strategic patience’ for many years. Meanwhile, 

North Korea’s will to be a nuclear power remained strong and it could successfully 

counter the US coercion while accomplishing remarkable achievement on its nuclear 

capability despite various economic sanctions imposed throughout the years. In the 

second term of Obama administration, Obama tried to change its strategy from ‘Try-and-
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See’ to ‘Gradual Turning of the Screw’ by escalating economic sanctions in order to 

bring North Korea back to the negotiation table. However, most of the time, this turned 

out to be failed and only bought North Korea time for advancing its nuclear capacity. 

Just like previous administrations, the Obama administration failed to either construct 

confidence-building with North Korea or adopt a new strategic framework that would 

unblock the situation. At the end of the second term, it seemed Obama had neither the 

interest nor the time to work on CVID of North Korea and thus rather paid attention to 

non-proliferation of WMDs.90 

 

2. Assessing the Use of Coercive Diplomacy under the Obama 
Administration: The Case of North Korea 

 
During his two terms in office, his major strategy of ‘strategic patience’ could not 

produce any meaningful outcomes with North Korea unlike to his initial pledge to CVID 

of North Korea. Though there were some effort to change the US strategic approaches, 

its impact to the negotiation process was merely insignificant and the US could not stop 

North Korea from expanding its nuclear arsenal in the end. Hence, in this section, the 

consequences of the Obama administration’s coercive diplomacy will be further 

discussed and analyse the various outcomes produced. 

 

 

 
90 Kim, Jangho. et al. (2013). “The Second Term Obama Administration’s Policy towards the 
Korean Peninsula.”, KINU Policy Research. 
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1) Deterioration of Information on North Korea 

For both terms of presidencies, Obama had maintained its policy strategy as ‘Try-

and-See’ and moved on to ‘Gradual Turning of the Screw’, while continuing economic 

sanctions as major means to punish for North Korea’s aggressive behaviours. Most of 

sanctions were imposed through the UN Security Council and occasionally by the US 

unilaterally. These sanctions were designed to tighten North Korea’s access to critical 

technologies and financial resources in order to induce a significant change in 

behaviour.91  However, despite multiple and stronger sanctions imposed, North Korea 

refused to make any commitment to proceed nuclear disarmament talks, which was the 

very first precondition to resume meaningful engagements with the US. Consequently, 

tensions persisted, dialogues were absent. Obama’s perception of refusing to talk with 

North Korea because it would have perceived as a reward eventually blocked all the 

paths that the US could either monitor North Korea’s nuclear capacities or gain insight 

Kim’s regime’s strategic mindset or calculation. In other words, while the US was 

waiting for North Korea to change its strategic calculus and threat perception, the quality 

of information on North Korea as well as understanding on North Korea’s leadership and 

nuclear development progress had all been deteriorated, which eventually hindered the 

US to create a new roadmap to break the impasse. 

 

 
91 See, for example, Park, John. “Stopping North Korea, Inc.: Sanctions Effectiveness and 
Unintended Consequences”, Belfer Center, October 5, 2016, 
https://www.belfercenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/files/Stopping%20North%20Korea%20In
c%20Park%20and%20Walsh%20.pdf 
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2) Strengthening North Korea’s Nuclear Capability 

In addition to the worsening the information on North Korea, another major 

consequence of the US coercive diplomacy was, the US benign neglect strategy bought 

North Korea time to advance its counter coercive measures. North Korea had 

successfully conducted two nuclear tests, possessed nuclear warhead and medium-range 

missiles and launched a satellite with an ICBM while the US was “patiently waiting”.92 

In other words, instead of inducing cooperative behaviours from North Korea, the 

Obama administration’s strategy simply allowed North Korea to advance their nuclear 

capability in terms of both quality and quantity. In particular, since taking power in 2011, 

Kim Jong-Un has conducted more missile tests than his father and grandfather combined 

while deadlock continued, and he has amassed a nuclear stockpile faster than anyone 

ever anticipated.93 

 

  

 
92 Kim, Dongsoo. (2016). “The Obama administration’s policy toward North Korea: the causes 
and consequences of strategic patience, Journal of Asian Public Policy, 9(1): 32-44. 
93  Pak, Jung. “The Education of Kim Jong-Un.” Brookings Institute, February 2018, 
https://www.brookings.edu/essay/the-education-of-kim-jong-un/ 
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Chapter V. Comparative Analysis of Iran and North  
Korea in the Nuclear Negotiation Process 

 
Even though the central instrument of the US policy for influencing Iran and 

North Korea was same, the outcomes of the negotiations with both countries were 

substantially different. Therefore, in this Chapter, there will be a comparative analysis 

of Iran and North Korea in their nuclear negotiations with the US in order to understand 

some decisive factors that made Iranian negotiation process possible but hindered the 

US effort to have talks with North Korea. Here, I argue there are two major features that 

contributed to the status quo- that are 1) asymmetry of motivation and sense of urgency; 

and 2) support from domestic and international community. These two variants from 

Alexander L. George’s coercive diplomacy framework are the conditions that favours 

effective coercive diplomacy when satisfied. Hence, in this chapter, how those two 

variants had contributed to the negotiation process with each country will be discussed.  

 

1. The Asymmetry of Demands and Motivations and Its Impact 
on Negotiations 

 
1) Negotiation with Iran: High Motivation and High Sense of Urgency 
 

From the outset of the first term, the Obama administration’s willingness to alter 

Iran’s behaviour through dual-track approach- using mixture of negotiations and 

international pressure- was firm. Israel was very much a factor in this approach because 

Israel was one of the closest US allies in the Middle East and there had always been a 
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possibility of military intervention from Israel in the course. 94  Having been 

acknowledged this well, Obama attempted to reassure Israeli government that the US is 

capable of, and is willing to apply meaningful pressure on the Iranians that would alter 

Iran’s behaviour on its nuclear program. Thus, in the first meeting with Israeli prime 

minister Netanyahu, Obama explained the logic of the dual track and the necessity of 

involving engagement diplomacy at the beginning of the course, which did not buy much 

credibility from both Israeli public and government.95 

 

In line with the diminished credibility of Obama’s strategy, there were several other 

problems remaining in the early stages. First, though the Obama administration was 

determined to prevent Iran’s further nuclear development, the ultimate the US policy 

objective- whether the US would prevent Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons or 

ultimately be prepared to live with and contain it after the fact- was still not agreed 

among Obama’s senior advisers.96  Second, the Obama administration clearly agreed 

with the fact that the US was not in favour of the use of force if all other means failed to 

stop the Iranian nuclear weapon pursuit, while the most pursued means for Israel had 

always been a military attack. Netanyahu seemed to wait and provide Obama time for 

diplomacy at the beginning. However, as the situation stagnated without any fruitful 

results, Israel started to curb Obama’s room for manoeuvre. Israeli government began to 

 
94  Hurst, Steven. The United States and the Iranian Nuclear Programme: A Critical History, 
(Edinburgh University Press, 2018), 194. 
95 Ibid. 
96 Ibid., 214. 
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issue direct warnings about how close Iran was to become a threshold nuclear state and 

how little time there was for diplomacy.97  Consequently, the Obama administration 

shifted to the ‘pressure track’ from its engagement policy in order to meet Israel’s 

demand. This time, the US suggested Iran a time limit to take steps toward halting its 

nuclear program, and it appeased Israel. 

 

In the later years, the Israeli pressure had continued and Obama decided to be highly 

responsive to the Israeli government requests, mainly due to his concern over the 

potential backlash from Israel and the interference of the American right in the coming 

presidential election. In addition, there was a genuine concern of increasing possibility 

of Israeli strike within the administration. For instance, Netanyahu openly had revealed 

his impatience over sloppy US diplomacy, Israel enhanced its defence posture in the 

Persian Gulf, and above all, there were leaks from inside the Israeli government that 

there were some discussions at a cabinet level in regard to military strikes on Iran.98 The 

more time had passed without a resolution that imposed constraints on the Iranian 

program, the greater the risk of Israeli action had become. After all, the Obama 

administration came to the dead end between ambitious Iran and unpredictable Israel 

and their motivation to ease the situation became at its highest. 

 
97 Baker, Peter. “For Obama and Netanyahu, a Final Clash After Years of Conflict.” The New 
York Times, December 23, 2016, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/23/world/middleeast/israel-benjamin-netanyahu-barack-
obama.html 
98 Zanotti, Jim. et al. “Israel: Possible Military Strike Against Iran’s 
Nuclear Facilities.” Congressional Research Service, September 28, 2012. 
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Overall, though there was a shift on the US policy objective on Iran, from the 

‘dismantle-it-all approach’ to ‘peaceful enrichment’ for civilian purposes, the US 

motivation to accomplish the objective was much stronger compared to the Iran’s, 

mainly due to the possibility of pre-emptive military strike from Israel and following a 

range of other dangerous by-products such as Iranian retaliation or the backlash from the 

Middle East. Hence, under such urgent circumstances, both motivation as well as the 

sense of urgency of the Obama administration dramatically bolstered, which 

consequently, facilitated the entire negotiation process. Fortunately, new Rouhani 

government emerged in Iran at the same period of time who was much eager to cooperate 

with US based on mutual trust and constructive interaction. In combination with the US’s 

strong motivation and Rouhani government’s willingness to engage in time-bound and 

result-oriented talks with the US greatly encouraged Obama to address a mutually 

satisfactory solution that would create meaningful results for both the US and Iran. 

 
2) Negotiation with North Korea: Low Motivation and Low Sense of Urgency 

Unlike to the Iranian case, the US motivation on having nuclear talks with North 

Korea was relatively low from the beginning. As briefly discussed earlier, there were 

other urgent issues that Obama needed to resolve since the early days of his first 

presidency, such as global economic crisis and the war in Iraq and Afghanistan, which 

led the issue with North Korea to be secondary importance. The policy of ‘strategic 

patience’ that consists of containment and watchful waiting already well demonstrate the 

US’s disengaging attitude towards North Korean issue. The fact that North Korea was 

looming as a de facto nuclear state was indeed a security threat that would deteriorate 
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the global non-proliferation regime however, not a direct threat to the US national 

security yet. It is mainly because the Obama administration perceived North Korea as a 

rational actor and thus believed the US could possibly alter North Korea’s behaviour 

through diplomacy. According to the assessment of major US intelligence and military 

community, leaders of North Korea were methodical who were highly driven by a desire 

for world recognition as a ‘normal nation’.99 At the same time, North Korea was well 

aware that attacking on the US or US allies would directly lead to a threat to North 

Korea’s security and Kim’s regime.100 With such assumptions, the Obama administration 

did not perceive North Korea as a direct threat to the US national security but rather saw 

them as a rational actor in which mutual deterrence would successfully work. Based on 

the logic of deterrence, Obama’s calculation on the possibility of pre-emptive attack from 

North Korea was very low and the sense of urgency on resolving North Korean issue 

had also lowered accordingly. 

 

On the other hand, North Korea’s willingness to cultivate its own capability to 

develop advanced nuclear technology was almost invincible. It is already well 

understood that North Korea’s nuclear program has been the primary means for ensuring 

regime survival and security of North Korea. Nonetheless the Obama administration’s 

calculation on North Korea and their nuclear possession, North Korea had continuously 

 
99 Youssef, Nancy. “Why the U.S. Considers North Korea's Kim a 
' Rational Actor’”, The Wall Street Journal, December 5, 2017, 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-the-u-s-considers-north-koreas-kim-a-rational-actor-
1512497497 
100 Ibid. 
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developed its nuclear program for decades. It is mainly because the development of a 

nuclear deterrence had been the only means for North Korea that would not only 

compensate for its relatively inferior conventional military equipment but also play a 

role as a bargaining chip in talks with the US.101 Above all, North Korea’s motivation to 

possess nuclear program had evolved overtime and nearly maximised in 2012 when there 

was a leadership transition to Kim Jong-Un after Kim Jong-Il died of a heart attack. At 

the time of Kim Jong-Il’s death, the North Korean leadership was still undergoing its 

second phase of a succession out of three-phase and thus, Kim Jong-Il’s death short-

circuited leadership transfer, which made the domestic political climate highly 

vulnerable.102 Under such circumstance, Kim Jong-Un’s domestic position particularly 

within the military, needed to be consolidated quickly and legitimatised. Along with the 

constitutional revision that would keep Kim Jong-Un in power, nuclear armament played 

a role as another vital tool for consolidating his position and cultivating supports from 

North Korean military and political elites.103 Consequently, North Korea’s motivation 

for its nuclear development was irresistibly high, so was their sense of urgency due to 

an abrupt death of Kim Jong-Il and sudden power transition to Kim Jong-Un. 

 

Overall, the US was highly motivated in the negotiation with Iran mainly due to the 

Israeli pressure and high uncertainty on development of the situations in general. With a 

 
101  Hagström, Linus & Lundström, Magnus. (2019). “Overcoming US-North Korean Enmity: 
Lessons from an Eclectic IR Approach”, The International Spectator, 54(4): 94-108. 
102 Gause, Ken. “Leadership Transition in North Korea”, Council on Foreign Relations, January 
13, 2012, https://www.cfr.org/report/leadership-transition-north-korea 
103 Ibid. 
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high sense of urgency, the US could create asymmetry of motivation and facilitated the 

negotiation process. However, the US could not address the same effect with North 

Korea because North Korea’s motivation for nuclear development had always been 

undefeatable, while the US was not as motivated due to the US perception on North 

Korea as a rational actor and their reliance upon the logic of deterrence. 

 
2. The Role of Multilateral Talks and Active Support from 

Regional Actors 
 

According to Alexander L. George, the likelihood of coercive diplomacy 

increases when there is support from domestic and international community. Throughout 

the study, it was found that the impact of the US coercion was indeed affected by how 

much support the US had gained during the negotiation process. Therefore, in this 

section, the role of P5+1 and the Six-Party Talks member countries will be discussed and 

see how these regional actors had contributed to the negotiations between the US-Iran 

and the US-North Korea respectively. 

 

Iranian Case 

1) China’s New Role during the JCPOA Negotiations 

Unlike to the North Korean case, the role of China was critical in nuclear 

negotiations between the US and international community and Iran. First of all, it is 

important to understand there had been a close relationship between Iran and China from 

early 1990s. Since 1990s and onwards, China and Iran were already major trading 
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partners in investment and technology transfer, oil trading and energy supplies.104 That 

is, Iran had been the major market for Chinese goods while a major supplier of the 

Chinese energy industry. On the other hand, China had been a key source of investment 

and technology for Iran’s economic development and modernisation for many years.105 

Meanwhile, it is also important to understand China used to believe Iran’s nuclear 

development as a sovereign right with peaceful intentions thus supported Iran’s nuclear 

possession. Overall, the relationship between Iran and China was highly intertwined as 

a major trading partners as well as major supporter of each other’s sovereign rights. 

 

Due to the intertwined relationship between Iran and China, growing tension 

between Iran and the US and international community was also a substantial security 

threat for China. For instance, growing possibility of use of conventional force or 

deteriorated regional stability would directly affect to the oil price and make Chinese 

source of energy supplies to be highly unstable.106 Thus, there were not many options for 

China but to participate in resolving the nuclear issue, or at least find the way to 

neutralise the heightened tension between the US and Iran. The role of China was not as 

substantial at the beginning of the negotiation process. China was likely to promote the 

significance of diplomatic talks to Iran and persuade Iran to participate in conversation 

with the US. At the same time, China still allowed the sanctions to be imposed as one of 

 
104 Johnson, Daniel. Li, Jie. & Wu, Tsunghan, New Perspectives on China’s Relations with the 
World: National, Transnational and International, (E-International Relations, 2019), 159-169. 
105  Hong, Zhao. (2014). “China's Dilemma on Iran: between energy security 
and a responsible rising power.” Journal of Contemporary China, 23(87): 408-424. 
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the permanent members of the UNSC, only to the extent that neither Iranian public nor 

Chinese interests were harmed.107 

 

As the negotiation of JCPOA has proceeded in earnest, the role of China has 

evolved accordingly. China had become active in persuading Iran of the economic and 

political benefits of compliance. China had used various diplomatic means such as high-

level diplomatic visits to Iran in order to clearly deliver the concerns of the international 

community to Iran, while convincing Iran about the value of the deal.108 There had been 

particularly a large number of diplomatic visits to Iran between 2013 and 2015, while 

the negotiation process was accelerated. 109  Also, China had put much effort on 

confidence building between Iran and international community by delivering the sincere 

intention of the international community and assuring the fact that the agreement would 

actually be carried out.110 In this context, China was the major mediator between the US 

and Iran who facilitated the whole negotiation process by removing potential sources of 

conflict.  

 

One of the major reasons why the role of China in the negotiation is facilitated 

is in line with the inauguration of Xi Jinping in 2013. After Xi Jinping became a president 
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in 2013, China had become much bolder with its willingness to be a responsible 

international stakeholder with higher interests on safeguarding the global non-

proliferation regime through multilateral negotiations and improving global governance 

by conflict resolution.111 As an active mediator, China tried to bridge the gaps, neutralise 

misunderstandings and concerns by confidence building of both parties. At the same time, 

China tried to make sure the agreement not only protect Iran’s sovereign right but also 

meet the requisites from all other engaged parties. If the initial intention of Chinese 

participation was limited to stable Middle East to protect Chinese national interest, the 

later part of the negotiation, the intention has evolved to become a key stakeholder of 

international affairs as a responsible power. Regardless of China’s intention, the role of 

China as a mediator was effective in lessening the possibility of escalation in the conflict 

with Iran by increasing confidence level of both parties, while addressing cooperation 

during the creation of the agreement by taking every engaged party’s interest into 

consideration. 

 

2) Active Cooperation from E3 on Sanctions Policy  

Just as important as the role of China, the E3 group of countries comprised of 

the UK, France, and Germany played a critical role in the nuclear negotiation with Iran, 

especially when it comes to imposing economic sanctions. In particular, as the 

diplomatic go-between for the P5+1 and Iran, the E3 group of countries put much effort 

 
111 Hong, Zhao. (2014). “China's Dilemma on Iran: between energy security 
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on enforcing economic pressure while sustaining the political dialogue among all the 

engaged parties.112 In other words, E3, working in conjunction with the European Union 

(EU), cooperated with the US policy initiatives as a ‘co-leader’ during the negotiation 

process. One of the fundamental reasons why E3 could address effective cooperation 

with the US on sanctions policy was because both the US and E3, as well as the EU all 

shared similar policy goals. 

 

First of all, the spread of WMD as well as the Iranian nuclear development was 

acknowledged as a vital threat for both European countries and the US. The member 

countries of EU, including the E3, and the US all identified that development of the 

Iranian military nuclear program as “potentially the greatest threat to national 

security.”113 Hence, the primary objective of both US and E3 countries in the Middle 

East region was to curtail the Iranian military nuclear program. Also, all E3 countries 

and the US had strong desire on promoting the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

Treaty (NTP) regime.114 As aforementioned, enhancing the NPT regime was one of the 

most critical policy objectives of the Obama administration. Moreover, both E3 and the 

US all also agreed to prioritise liberal forces such as diplomatic negotiations and 

economic pressure over the elements of military forces.115 Overall, the policy objective 
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in Middle East region and the means to achieve the objective, and the desire for 

enhancing the NPT were all shared by both US and E3 countries, which facilitated 

cooperation between them. In addition to similar interests and objectives shared, the fact 

that the EU, including the E3 countries, had been one of the major economic partners of 

Iran, made both economic coercion as well as inducements through economic incentives 

effective. In other words, a strong economic partnership between European countries 

and Iran made a wide range of economic statecraft tools available and economic 

sanctions to be more effective. 

 

Prior to the Obama administration, the US and E3 countries had already shared 

similar policy framework towards Iran. The UK, who was one of the closest and long-

time partners of the US, was willing to intensify the economic sanctions and participate 

in isolating Iranian economy from the global market, as the US required. France was 

also highly cooperative when it comes to coercing Iran, especially after Nicolas Sarkozy 

won the presidential election in 2007. 116  Sarkozy sought to establish favourable 

relationship with the US and thus actively participated in imposing economic restrictions 

on Iran. Finally, Germany was the only country whose role was not as significant as 

either the UK or France, simply due to its consolidated economic relationship with Iran 

as the biggest trading partner among European countries. However, after more hawkish 

minister took charge of Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2009, the German government 
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also began to support the economic sanctions.117 

 

Although the policy objective was mutually agreed by both US and E3, the 

priorities were slightly different. While re-establishment of economic relations with Iran 

was vital for European countries and thus much prioritised, the US was indifferent to the 

restoration of economic relations with Iran. 118  While imposing multiple economic 

sanctions, following American strategy, many European companies operating in Iran had 

to close its border and block the economic activities with Iran. For instance, many 

European countries banned investments in the Iranian oil and gas sector, prohibited 

government support for trade, and restricted financial transactions, which were all caused 

by the US pressure on European firms.119 The economic damage was severe however, 

the European countries had to comply with the American strategy. As such, re-

establishing the economic relations for the European companies was urgent for the 

European countries, and the best way to achieve this was to promptly reaching an 

agreement with Iran. Reaching an agreement would lead to the sanction relief, which 

would allow the European firms and financial institutions to re-operate in Iran without 

any American restrictions.120  
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Not every policy and sanction was favourable to European countries at all times. 

In particular, when the financial crisis hit Europe, it was profoundly difficult for the 

European countries to maintain the embargo. However, whether they were genuinely 

eager to comply or merely followed the US policy considering the penalties for non-

compliance, the E3 and many other members of the EU stayed consistent, following the 

US strategy. After several years of sanction policy, various restrictions imposed by both 

US and the EU countries including E3 all reinforced each other and created a profound 

impact on Iranian economy.121  According to a report from IMF published in 2014, 

Iranian government’s income declined by more than 50%, its export also dropped by 

approximately 60%, and Iranian domestic economy had continued to worsen as a result 

of various multilateral sanction measures.122  Following the effective cooperation, the 

P5+1 tried to work out a comprehensive deal with Iran. It is worth underlining that this 

was also an idea of E3 countries. 

 

Overall, it can be argued that the Obama administration’s strategy could work at 

its best with the active participation of the engaged parties and regional actors. China 

was a great mediator who tried to maintain the political dialogue between Iran and the 

US and international community. China not only endeavoured to convince Iran to 

comply with the deal by promoting potential benefits of the agreement, but also helped 
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to protect the Iranian sovereign right from the deal. China also tried to make sure that 

the deal satisfied all the parties, working with international consensus while ensuring 

that the deal conveys the global non-proliferation norms. At the same time, the EU, 

including E3 countries, made the US strategy more effective by actively participating in 

the sanction regime. Though there were some disagreements in some occasions, E3 and 

other European countries generally remained consistent and made the sanction effective. 

As Alexander L. George suggested in his theoretical framework, consistent and 

cooperative international support, particularly from the regional actors, indeed was a 

crucial factor for the success of Obama’s coercive diplomacy.   

 

North Korean Case 

3) Ambivalent Attitude of China toward North Korean Nuclear Issue 

There are a number of profound differences on the positions among the regional 

actors of North Korean Nuclear Issue. Unlike to the Iranian case, where the sanctions 

effectively caused decline in Iranian domestic economy and made Iran accede to the US 

demand, the impact of economic sanction was highly insignificant to change North 

Korea’s behaviours. For instance, according to the UN statistics, North Korea’s foreign 

trade export had increased from 7.87 billion in 2005 to 8.82 billion in 2010.123 One of 

the major reasons for the increase was appeared to be a strong economic partnership 

between North Korea and China. 

 
123  UN Data, Country profile- Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, 
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For a long period of time, China had maintained dual positions- one, as a 

sanctioning state as one of the permanent members of the UNSC; second, as a supporting 

country of North Korean regime. First of all, as a permanent member of the UNSC and 

as a member of IAEA and NPT, China is obliged to promote non-proliferation norms.124 

Thus, China is obliged to actively participate in imposing sanctions on North Korea, in 

order to prevent the weaponization of North Korea’s nuclear program. However, China 

had always strategically separated its political interest from its economic interest and 

remained as one of the closest allies of North Korea in terms of their economic 

relationship.125 Such ambivalent attitude of China made it difficult to ensure the Chinese 

domestic measures and legislation to be compatible to the obligations set by the UNSC. 

In history, China has always been a major stakeholder of the nuclear negotiation with 

North Korea as a Six-Party Talk member, and China indeed endeavoured to resume the 

negotiation as a mediator. However, when the issue became substantially unfavourable 

to China and its national interest, China set the situation back and maintain its ambivalent 

attitude. 

 

 Some previous researches explained Chinese behaviour with both internal and 

external strategic reasons. Internally, China desired to sustain the existence of North 

Korean regime as one of few countries that shares similar political ideology with China. 
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In order to do so, China had to be one of the biggest supporters of North Korea by 

consolidating their economic ties while avoiding any potential conflicts.126 Externally, 

China desired to hold its position as a hegemon in the Northeast Asia by actively 

participate in the issues in Korean peninsula.127 In this context, North Korea was a great 

political instrument that helped China achieve its external goals. For these internal and 

external purposes, China supported North Korea’s regime through various channels, 

mainly via trading partnership. Though North Korea’s data figures are different in 

various sources, most of statistics agencies commonly show North Korea’s high level of 

economic dependence on China. For instance, as the below figure depicts, China had 

been one of the major trading partners of North Korea even during the period when both 

multilateral and bilateral sanctions reached at its peak. 
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<Figure 2> North Korea-China Trade128 

 

Moreover, though China performed its duties as one of the UN’s permanent 

members, their role was relatively limited to passing the UNSC Resolutions. In other 

cases where the US tried to impose harsher measures or unilateral measures, China 

actively opposed to it by insisting unilateral sanctions that were not a part of UNSC 

sanctions were illegal. 129  In general, state’s willingness and capacity to meet the 

international sanction measures are determining factors for effective sanctions. 

Therefore, China’s firm economic relationship with North Korea, while trying to 

circumvent multilateral sanction standards profoundly limited the impact of economic 

sanctions and hindered an effective isolation of North Korean economy from 

international markets. As such, China’s pursuit of its internal and external interests 
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heavily deteriorated the impact of sanctions and challenged the US-led sanctions regime. 

After all, the questions on China- whether China would put much pressure on North 

Korea that it might jeopardises North Korea’s stability; or whether China would give up 

North Korea’s value as a strategic buffer in Northeast Asia- still remained vague. 

 

4) Contradictory Attitude of Russia and its Insignificant Role 

Russia, in many cases, also shared similar political stance to China’s. Russia had 

also been one of pivotal stakeholders of Six-Party Talks whose policy would directly 

affect to the nuclear negotiation process. First of all, it is important to note that Russia 

is, in line with China, lifeline of North Korea as a major source of fuel, food, weapons 

technology and military support who shares similar political ideology with North 

Korea.130 In this context, the relationship between Russia and North Korea had been as 

firm as one with China. Russia also had its own intentions to participate in the nuclear 

negotiation with North Korea. First of all, Russia agreed to halt weaponization of North 

Korea’s nuclear program and thus supported the UNSC sanctions, punishing North 

Korea for its nuclear and ballistic missile program. By actively participating in 

multilateral security initiatives over the Korean Peninsula, Russia sought to regain its 

leverage and diplomatic foothold in the Northeast Asia, while containing US-led 

sanction initiatives.131  

 
130 Lukin, Artyom. “Russia’s Role in the North Korea Conundrum: Part of the Problem or Part of 
the Solution?”, Foreign Policy Research Institute, March 4, 2016, 
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131 Stronski, Paul. & Ng, Nicole. “Cooperation and Competition: Russia and China in Central 
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Although rehabilitating its leverage in Northeast Asia by cooperating with 

multilateral initiatives was significant to Russia, protecting an economic relationship 

with North Korea was vital national interest for Russia as well. Russian-North Korean 

relationship had remarkably grown during the Obama administration- Russia had 

invested directly in North Korea since 2010 and Russia had become the largest single 

foreign investment in North Korea during the period.132 There were also a large number 

of high-level exchanges among senior diplomatic officials; and both countries even 

announced a “year of friendship” in March 2015.133  Overall, Russia took very pragmatic 

approach. Russia supported multilateral initiatives as a veto-wielding member of the 

UNSC or issuing a strong-worded warning in the aftermath of North Korea’s 

provocations. However, when the situation became unfavourable to Russia in economic 

terms, Russia always took a step backward or even opposed to the initiatives. For 

instance, Russia insisted that sanctions against North Korea should not result in 

“suffocating” the country’s economy.134 Also, when coordinating the resolutions, Russia 

tried to leave the humanitarian sphere out of sanctions reach so that Russia can always 

intervene and help North Korea. 135  In the later of Obama’s second term, Russia’s 
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participation had become further weakened since the Ukraine crisis had distracted 

Russia’s attention. Consequently, Russia had become much reliant on China and 

receptive to Chinese strategies.136 

 

These ambiguous and fickle attitudes of both China and Russia did not 

contribute to favour effective sanctions. Unlike to Iranian case where there was proactive 

and consolidated support from European countries(E3) with the help of China as a 

mediator, a consistent and stable imposition of economic sanctions was not possible in 

the North Korean case, as both China and Russia tended to prioritise their national 

interests, which often were against to their international obligations. Since the major 

coercion measures of the Obama administration towards North Korea was economic 

sanction, without appropriate support from two of members of Six-Party Talks, the 

coercion would not have been as effective. 

 

  

 
136 Woo, Pyung Kyun. (2018). “Russia’s Policy on North Korean Nuclear Issue: Before and After, 
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Chapter VI. Conclusion 

1. Main Objectives and the Findings of the Study 

The main focus of this study was to understand why the US diplomatic strategy of 

coercive diplomacy produced a positive outcome with Iran but unsuccessful result with 

North Korea in terms of nuclear negotiations. In consideration of the similar 

characteristics and conditions both Iran and North Korea shared, finding major factors 

determined the success or failure of the negotiation was deemed to be significant. To this 

end, I selected the theoretical framework of coercive diplomacy as the most appropriate 

tool for analysing the US foreign policy strategies as well as the negotiation process 

between the US and the target countries. 

 

Through the literature review, I identified various diplomatic strategies of the 

coercive diplomacy framework that the Obama administration has adopted. I also 

depicted a number of conditions that would increase the likelihood of effective coercive 

diplomacy, suggested by Alexander L. George, in order to use them when analysing the 

negotiation process of the US-Iran and the US-North Korea respectively. In the review 

section, I also briefly discussed the major policy agenda of the Obama administration in 

order to understand the major principles and underlying philosophy that constitutes the 

Obama administration’s foreign policy strategy, and to understand the policy direction 

and priorities towards Iran and North Korea. The analysis was conducted for both 

Obama’s tenures, and throughout the analysis, the major coercive diplomacy strategies 
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that the US had adopted and how the target countries counter coerced were all well 

demonstrated.  

 

Firstly, for Iranian case, ‘Try-and-See’ strategy was mainly adopted at the beginning 

of Obama’s first presidency since there was no willingness from Iran to cooperate to the 

US despite the Obama administration’s goodwill gesture. Both the US and Iran executed 

coercive diplomacy-counter coercive diplomacy in order to sustain their own policy 

objective while trying not to make any concession first. In order to address behavioural 

changes from Iran, the US happened to change their strategy to ‘Gradual Turning of the 

Screw’ and tried to create some asymmetry in their motivations that would lead to a 

diplomatic breakthrough. The tension between the two had become lower towards 

Obama’s second tenure and there were two major reasons for this based on the study. 

First, a constant and prolonged pressure created due to increasing possibility of military 

attack from Israel dramatically increased the sense of urgency of the Obama 

administration that led the US to make the concession first. In light of the fact that one 

of Obama’s major foreign policy agendas at that time was to resolve conflicts and 

stabilise in the Middle East region, increasing possibility of military attack from Israel 

would be the least desired outcome of the US diplomacy then. Second factor that 

favoured the US diplomacy with Iran was the emergence of progressive Rouhani 

government in Iran after a huge political infighting among Iranian conservatives. New 

Rouhani government’s major policy objective that was to recover Iranian economy from 

economic sanctions had created a favourable environment to the US with more 
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cooperative gesture from Iran. A combination of Obama’s decision to allow Iran’s partial 

enrichment, which mainly accelerated by Israeli pressure, and the Rouhani government’s 

cooperative gesture eventually de-escalated tension between the US and Iran while 

producing a firm commitment to the agreement from both countries. 

 

For the North Korean case, the negotiation process had never been properly 

facilitated and the tension always remained high, due to a repetitive cycle of coercive 

diplomacy and counter coercive diplomacy between the US and North Korea. The policy 

objective of both the US and North Korea was always high with no effort to make any 

concession from neither side of countries. With the absence of any trust or confidence, 

various coercive diplomacy strategies were not as effective as Iranian case, and the 

negotiation process had become merely stagnated without any breakthrough. Although 

the US changed its strategies from ‘Try-and-See’ to ‘Gradual Turning of the Screw’ to 

address North Korea’s behavioural changes, North Korea rather confronted with more 

rigid counter coercive measures. As a result, tension persisted, dialogues were absent, 

and eventually, all the paths that the US could gain access to information about North 

Korea’s nuclear capacities or Kim’s regime in general, all had become blocked. At the 

same time, taking advantage of the impasse, North Korea used this time period to 

develop their nuclear program faster than anyone ever anticipated. 

 

In short, it was well observed throughout the analysis of the negotiation process that 

although the central instrument of the US policy and the general strategies for 
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influencing Iran and North Korea were highly similar, the outcomes of the negotiations 

with each country were substantially different. On the ground of it, I selected two main 

features that have arguably contributed to the status quo- that are 1) asymmetry of 

motivation and sense of urgency; and 2) support from domestic and international 

community. Throughout the study, it was demonstrated that these two variants, suggested 

by Alexander L. George, indeed contributed to the outcomes of the negotiations. 

 

Firstly, the asymmetry of motivation and sense of urgency were noticeably high in 

the Iranian case. That is, the US motivation to resolve the issue with Iran was much 

higher than the one with North Korea. It is mainly because there was a possibility of pre-

emptive military strike from Israel and the Obama administration would want to prevent 

any further source of conflict in the Middle East. The Obama administration had already 

gotten one of the biggest security issues in the Middle East and thus the possibility of 

another military intervention dramatically increased the sense of urgency of the US to 

resolve the issue. On the other hand, Iran’s motivation on their policy objective had 

become relatively eased by the time Rouhani government was inaugurated, simply 

because Obama made a concession and approved Iran’s partial enrichment. In North 

Korean case, it was difficult for Obama to create any asymmetry of motivation as both 

countries had always maintained their policy objective increasingly rigid. In particular, 

Kim’s desire for its nuclear development, which was the only bargaining chip for North 

Korea, was irresistibly high with little chance of a compromise could be reached. At the 

same time, Obama’s calculation on the possibility of pre-emptive attack from North 
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Korea was also relatively low, so was the sense of urgency, since Obama perceived North 

Korea as a rational actor whose behaviour could be altered or controlled through 

diplomacy. Consequently, the US was not only able to but also willing to create any 

asymmetry of motivation between the US and North Korea, and it eventually degraded 

the effective coercive diplomacy. 

 

Secondly, throughout the study, it was also demonstrated that the impact of the US 

coercion was affected by how much support the US had gained during the negotiation 

process. In the Iranian case, the Obama administration’s strategy could work at its best 

with an active participation of the engaged parties and regional actors. For instance, 

China actively participated as a mediator who helped maintain the political dialogue 

between Iran and the US. China particularly endeavoured to promote the benefits of the 

agreements to Iran, while making sure the Iranian sovereign rights to be protected. As a 

mediator, China indeed contributed to confidence building by bridging the gaps and 

neutralising misunderstanding between the US and Iran. With the help of China, the US 

coercion, using the sanction regime as a core instrument, could become increasingly 

effective mainly with the cooperation of the EU and the E3 countries. A consistent and 

cooperative support on sanction regime caused a great damage on Iranian economy, 

which helped the US coercion to be more effective. On the other hand, the US could not 

gain much support from the relevant parties during the diplomatic contentions with 

North Korea, and both bilateral and multilateral sanction regimes were rather hindered 

by those regional actors. Unlike to the Iranian case, where consistent and consolidated 
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cooperation from European countries caused a profound damage to the national economy 

of target country, both China and Russia, the major stakeholders in the nuclear 

negotiation with North Korea had maintained a strong economic relationship with North 

Korea and remained as one of the closest allies who supported North Korean regime. 

Highly ambiguous and fickle attitudes of both China and Russia, prioritising their own 

national interests, substantially impeded effective economic sanction and discouraged 

behavioural changes of North Korea. 

 

Throughout the research, it was found that the right use of coercive diplomacy 

strategies- applying inducements and punitive threats appropriately- allowed the US to 

create a positive outcome in their non-proliferation policy by degrading the nuclear 

capabilities of Iran and North Korea to some extent. However, at the same time, it was 

demonstrated that without contributions of various external variables that would favour 

the US diplomacy- such as the domestic environment of the target countries and the 

cooperation of international and regional actors- the US coercive diplomacy would not 

be always successful as the North Korean case proved. This would provide a lesson that 

understanding how these variables work for, or sometimes against to the US non-

proliferation policy would not only allow them to strengthen the US strategy but also 

guide the US policymakers when creating a new road map for the future negotiation with 

North Korea. 
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2. Limitations 
 

Iran and North Korea share a number of similar features as discussed earlier, 

especially when it comes to diplomatic relationship with the US and yet, Iran and North 

Korea have more differences when we look at their own domestic factors such as culture, 

history, religion, political system and more. Even the degree of nuclear weapon 

capability between Iran and North Korea was already significantly different from the 

beginning of the Obama’s first tenure. For instance, unlike to Iran, North Korea had 

succeeded, and thus been continuing weaponizing their nuclear program already. 

Therefore, adopting the same coercive diplomacy framework and similar strategies 

without considering those differences might have increased the probability of errors and 

failures. 

 

Moreover, the nature of coercive diplomacy framework itself is already based on 

the highly coercer-oriented approach that mostly pays attention to the role of coercer as 

well as coercer’s perceptions and views while relatively undermining the eye of coercee. 

This yields another source of contention because in many cases, the target countries tend 

to reflect their own traditions, principles and procedures when establishing the counter 

coercive measures. Therefore, insufficient understanding on the target country’s 

characteristics or domestic conditions would possibly reinforce the limitations of 

coercive diplomacy. In the negotiation process with North Korea, it was well 

demonstrated how insufficient the understanding of the Obama administration on North 

Korea was and the consequences of it. A lack of understanding on North Korea not only 
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led the US strategy fruitless, but also hindered them from obtaining appropriate 

information on North Korea’s nuclear development progress and Kim’s calculation on 

the nuclear negotiation. In fact, the similar problem still exists today and the Trump 

administration appears to focus on the US diplomatic strategy without paying sufficient 

attention to the distinct tradition, philosophy and political belief systems of North Korea. 

In consideration of inherent limitations of the coercive diplomacy framework, the Trump 

administration should primarily extend their knowledge on North Korea and their 

domestic situations, and then prepare for the next round of negotiations by creating a 

new road map. 
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초 록 
  

오바마 행정부의 핵심 외교적 성과 중 하나는 바로 이란과의 포괄적공동행동계획(Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action: JCPOA) 합의이다. 취임 이후 스마트파워 외교를 

내세워 세계와 소통하겠다고 다짐했던 오바마 대통령의 의지는 이란과 국제사회의 

핵문제에 대한 합의를 가능하게 했다. 하지만 같은 적대국 관여외교를 펼친 북한과는 핵 

협상을 진전시키지 못했을 뿐만 아니라 임기가 지날수록 북한에의 관심이 시들 해지는 

모습을 발견할 수 있었다. 왜 북한은 예외적인 모습으로 남겨졌을까? 이 논문은 왜 

오바마 대통령의 외교정책이 미국의 적대국과의 비핵화 협상 과정에서 각기 다른 결과를 

낳았는지에 대한 이유를 주요 연구 문제로 다루며, 이를 설명하기 위해 알렉산더 조지 

(Alexander L. George)의 강압외교 (coercive diplomacy) 이론을 활용한다. 이 

논문은 우선 이란과 북한과의 핵 협상 과정을 각각 분석하여 오바마 대통령의 두 임기 

동안 미국이 어떤 강압전략을 채택하였으며, 그 적대국들이 (각각 이란과 북한) 어떤 

역강압 전략을 채택하여 맞대응 하였는지를 분석한다. 이 분석을 기반으로 오바마 

행정부의 대이란 전략과 대북 전략에서 드러나는 공통점과 차이점을 비교∙분석함으로써 

협상의 성공 및 실패의 요인을 설명한다. 그 결과, 알렉산더 조지가 제시한 ‘강압외교가 

성공하기 위한 8가지 조건’ 중에서 크게 동기의 비대칭과 강압국의 요구에 순응해야 

하는 긴박감 그리고 국내 및 국제적 지지를 협상의 성패를 가르는 주 요인을 꼽았으며, 

이러한 결과는 현재 교착상태에 빠진 북핵 협상을 재가동 하기 위해서는 북한 

국내상황에 대한 충분한 이해와 더불어 국제사회의 협력 및 지지가 중요하다는 점을 

시사한다. 

 

주요어: 핵 협상, 비핵화, 강압외교, 이란, 북한, 오바마 행정부 

학번: 2018-25491 
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